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Security Report
Halloween Editioncard.It's

Austin L. burton

Does a drunken manprayin
English,or Olde English?

Co-ManagingEditor

a...urn...a new company."

Monday, 10-21-02
Halloween is the second-best
A transient was found passed out
holiday on a kid's calendar, far
behindChristmasbut significantly near St. Ignatius Chapel. CPS and
ahead of July 4. Keepingwith the Seattle Fire Department medics
Halloween theme, each incident checked on him and took him to an
in this Security Report will con- alcohol de-tox facility. The scary
part? You can't even escape the
tain at least one scary thing.
derelictsatchurch. Thescary part?
(Part
2) Iactually came up with
The bike thefts continue
such a corny headline.

Monday, 10-21-02
An XavierHallresidentsaidthey
locked their bike to the bike rack
on the South side of Xavier three
days before. When they returned
thebike and lock weregone. The
scary part? The thief stole the
bike lock. Imean, if the lock was
weak enough for them to cut
through, what makes them think
someone else won't cut throughit

and steal the bike again?

A Friday night
well spent

"Yeah it's a credit

Don't puke in the penalty box
Tuesday, 10-22-02
After playingpoolhockey in one
of the Connolly Center pools, a
woman felt sick to her stomach.
Firstshe said she wouldbe fine, but
lateron she felt sick again and was
taken to the hospital. The scary
part? Someone was playing pool
hockey at 10:30 at night.

Thursday, 10-24-02
Asuspiciousindividual came into
theSU bookstore and presented the
cashier with a bunch ofcoldmediations, then tried topay with a stack
of plastic cards that weresupposed
to becreditcards. However,noneof
them wereactuallycredit cards.The
person then asked to use a phone
and was directedto a pay phone, at
which point CPS was called. By the
time CPS arrived, the suspicious
person was gone. The scary part?
Now, isn't the CPS office, like,
FIFTEEN FEET away from the
bookstore? What took them solong
that the suspect had time to disappear? And why did the bookstore
employeehave tomake aphonecall
that traveledall of 15 feet? Ifyou' re
going to use the phone, call the
cops.

A group of underage students
werecaught drinkinginCampionTc..jr.L-f5 conns-

cated 18 empty beer cans and two
bottles of hard alcohol. The incident was forwarded to the student
conduct system. The scary part?
Underagedrinkers barely get a slap
on the wristhere.
Youjust can't leave stuff
lying aroundlike that

wasgone.The victim laterlearned
that whoever stole the wallet had
usedhiscredit card at a bus station
and a gas station The scary part?
Ifpeople are stealingcreditcards
to get gas, how long before they

.

start siphoning gas again?

Short flight, badlanding

Sunday, 10-27-02
An XavierHallresident felloff
Friday, 10-25-02
In the 14th & E. Jefferson park- the top bunk bedand injuredtheir
ing lot, a campuscommunity mem- shoulder. The victim in a lot of
ber left his wallet inside his car at pain, and was taken to a hospital.
The scary part? College life
about 5 p.m. When he came back
later, the passenger side window has forced people over the age of
had been pried open and the wallet 12 to still have bunk beds.

IT department might be outsourced in 2003
Collegis has visited SU, spoke
firm out there with the reputation,
capacity and expertise to manage with faculty, students and staff and
Staff Reporter
Seattle University is weighing the IT department we have here." conducted an initial assessment of
the possibility of outsourcing the She continues by stating, "They our ITdepartment.ServicesCollegis
IT( informationtechnology )depart- clearlyhave experiencein DataTel, would add to our ITdepartment by
ment to the profit-company designing and implementing Web increasing our student portal,
development, and data manage- SUOnline.
Collegis.
Currentlystudents can searchfor
\\f uh a growingdemandfortech- ment."She consideredtheprosand
nology services and management, consofeachoptionandbelievesthe classes, register for classes, looks
the University is looking to move university willbenefit the most from upgrades,access thebookstore and
[fie ITdepartment into the future. Collegis' services.
library, and vote for ASSU elecreputation
and
tions.
Inresearchingthe
The change was motivated after
Collegis wouldexpand this sercredibility
of
Parks,
Collegis,
the Associate Vice
the UniverVirgiifia
vice
allowing students to establishsity
Loyola
looked
to
Marrimount
President for ITand ChiefInformaing
reference.
a
mastercalendar of events and
Officer,
Collegis
job
University
lefther
to
for
as
a
tion
teach
the Albers School ofBusiness.Her workedwithLMUinstrategic plan- activities,depositingmoneyon your
one card and paying tuition.
departure created the opportunity ning and assessment.
After reviewinghow the process
toconsider allpossibilities forhow
a single portofentry,
to move forward with
a
one stop shopping,
the II Department.
BMMM
where
you have inThe University fe t
formation
at your finthey hadtwooptions
gertips
access
and
discuss. One, the
a
twenty-four
hours
could hire a new CIO
days
day,
seven
a
to establish a set
LONGFELLOW, SOPHOMORE
week," Walker said.
goals, priorities, am
Additionally
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR WHO
strategic IT plannin
Collegis
would exOr they could hi
WORKS AT IT.
Ryann cooper

develop
and provide in
sight to the
Intranet
where fac
ulty am
staff coulc
sign upfor

benefits.
Despite

"Who wants to stay in" an
insecure position ?

JASON

tend thehoursofservice and network
monitoringandprovide longerhours
for the service desk and help desk.
Collegis would also work to re-

Collegis, an expert

managementfirm. A
cording to Catherine Walker, the
Vice President for Administration,
"From research, there is no other

was handled, Walker said,"We are
confident in their capacity to func-

tion."

abby Laxa /

See Outsourced on page 6

Staff photographer

Looking in on the office of
Information Technology may not
be the same in 2003 if the
department is outsourced.

Advertisement error

Inlast weeksissue an adfor Piecora'sPizza featured the wording
"BeerSpecials." A mention of any alcohol or tobaccoreferencelies
inconflict with the Spectator's advertisingpolicy.

Abortion
Last weeks coverstory wasonpage 14, notpage 10 as the front page
suggested
Matteo Ricci
Ricci's new program tackles teachLast
" week's story titled "Matteo
ing stated that the program offers a BA in Humanities for Teaching
and a Masters in Teaching in four years. A student earns a BAHT in
four years and canattend SU's one-yearMITprogram upon qualification.

Israel, Palestine can make peace with help
Brittany bertolucci

Staff Reporter

A reassessment of the Palestine/

controversy was discussed
betweenSeattle University students
and an adjunct professor, Liat
Weingart, from the NewCollegeof
California on Tuesday.
Weingart is an Israeli Jew who
came to America when she was
three. Israel is a huge part of her
identity.
This identity connects her with
Israel's struggle forfreedom. When
she started to research and know

Israeli

Erwin stated her opinion even cess, which is alreadyin the works,
conflict through the magazine and
website Tikkun, which means "to before Weingart began to speak. is to involve peoplewho ordinarily
mend, repair and transform the Although other students werenot as would not be.
"Palestinians "are shocked that
clear about why they were there,
world."
they
were there to Americans care, Weingart said.
Manymore students attended the everyone said
A great deal of leftist groups
lecture forum than originally an- hear Weingart's opinion on this
issue.
started
to takeup the cause ofhelpcontroversial
ticipated.
Palestine,
ing
about
and Weingart believes
Erwin,
Weingart
spoke
everything
a first year law
Courtney
truly
needs
to be done.
concerning
knew
the
events
this
student, attended thelecturebecause she
attendingstudents
from
Opinions
Middle
leading
Middle
East
to
the
current
up
of her interest in the
challenging
were
to obtain.
Eastern
conflict.
and her masters in Islamic studies.
Middle East.
attendeeshad
great feel
Although
that
sheis
aware
fully
Although
feel
either
side
repre"'I do not
She began using this knowledge
away
neither
is
rather
far
peace
complete
well
and
topic.
sents themselves
to inform others on this
Weingart spreads her great sideismorejustified.thcn the other," between the two groups, she beSee Conflict on page 6
lieves a good way to start the proknowledge of the Palestine/Israeli Erwin said.

more about the Middle East conflict, shefirst beganquestioning the
explanation her parents gave her
regarding Israel.
She continued this knowledge by
earning a political science degree
from the University of Michigan
and then went to graduate school
whereshe dove headfirst into gaining even greaterknowledge on the

"
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Protests in Seattle campaign against war
Chris Iberle
Staff Reporter
Several Seattle University students were among the thousands of
people gathered in Denny Park on
Saturday. TheywenttoprotestPresident George W. Bush's proposed
war with Iraqand joined the crowd
that echoed the theme for the day:
"Stop the warbefore it starts."
A stage at the center of the park
featured music from the Seattle
Peace Chorus and speakers such as
U.S. Rep. Dennis Kucinich (DOhio), Seattle City Council mem-

of many protestorsby saying: "We
must stop George Bush."
Topicsranged frompeace to impeachment,capitalism,andeven local issues such as the upcoming
monorail vote and the recent
dockworker lockout.
McDermott's statement-If you
want peace, you have got to
walk,"-started off the marching
portion of the protest.
The march through downtown
wasaccompanied byabout50police officers and encountered no
problems exceptfortheprolonged
stoppage of traffic at some intersections.
Led by theAnti-FascistMarching Band and a huge inflatable
globe, marchers carrying signs
portraying anti-war sloganssang,
danced and chanted their way
along the route.
Compared to the larger antiwar march on Oct. 6, Saturday's
march receivedless publicity and
perhaps because the Oct.march6
was the anniversaryof thebombing of Afghanistan.
Marcl s around the world are
beginningtogainsupport,ashave
marches in Europe (Spain, Germany, England,Italy,Scotland,Belgium) and multiple protests with

ber Heidi Wills, King County La-

borexecutiye SteveWilliamsonand
U.S. Rep. Jim McDermott (DWash.).
Therally also includeda circular

march through

part of

downtown

along Madison Avenue, drawing

the looks of office workers, honks
of support from drivers, and other
gestures of encouragement from

bystanders.

The most well-known and wellreceived speaker wasCongressman
McDermott, who's recent controversial trip to Iraq and outspoken
anti-war sentiment has madehim a
poster child for the anti-warmovement, at leastinand around Seattle.
McDermotttalked of "the worst
kind of propagandacampaign ever
seen in the world," reflecting the
complaints of many activists that
there has been a major corporate

same."

Some groups wereproposing
alternativesorsolutions to world
andnational problems, such as
the Communist Party, Socialist
Alternative,the GreenParty and
the FreedomSocialist Party.
"There's abetter way to live
than this...we could end world
hunger tomorrow," explaineda
member ofthe Freedom Socialist Party. "You take the profit
motive out of things, and you
put the human motives in.
"It's very important we stop

these wars," the member said,
saying thatBush'sproposed war
is only about oil and profits.
This sentimenthas been met

withsome oppositionfromother
SU students andfaculty marched the streets of Seattle in protest of the
impending war between the UnitedStates andIraq.

wereAnarchistsforPeaceandFreedom, Port Townsend PeaceMovement, Socialist Alternative, Amnesty International, Filipinos
Against War, TheLutheran Peace

hundredsofparticpants continue to
dottheUnitedStates countryside in
Kingston,NY;St.Louis,Mo.;Nashville, Term.; St. Paul, Minn.; Mil- Fellowship, Vietnam Veterans for
waukee, Wis.; Richmond, Va.; and Peace, the Communist Party, the
Portland,Ore.
FreedomSocialistParty and the orThe groups setting up tables on ganizing body Not In Our Name

media blackout on the anti-war
movement.

He also reflected the sentiments
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Race-ingCulture: Theorizing(U.S.)
Black Immigrant "< ultural/Ethnic

University
On Becoming African American
Ruth White Seattle University

Distinctiveness"
Jemima Pierre University of
Illinois-Chicago
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liberalwriterssuch as DanSavage of The Stranger and some
recent articles in the Seattle
Weekly, saying that no war
only mean more oppression
would
8.,
NIONmemberTeela whodename,
Iraq.
to
give
clined
her last
re- in
MembersoftheFreedomSocialflected on the international peace
ist Party counter this with a simple
movement.
"People are picking it up in dif- anti-warstatement,somethingmost
ferentcountries to voicetheir oppo- of the anti-warprotesterson Satursition," she said.
day would agree with:
NION focuses on organizingfor
"We justkeep going to war. The
possifact is, weneed to stop war."
peacein Americawhile war

The IncreasingSignificance of
Race: Racism, Reparations,and
Rhetoric
Jennifer Lisa Vest Seattle
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bilities formulate in the White
House.
"War abroad is a war at home,"
said Robert Crisman, alsoofNION.
A "war deficit economy" is in the
making,Crisman said,andMore
and more, people are going to
realize that these issues are the

(NION).
A sister group ofNIONis the No
War in Iraq Coalition, made up of
local peacegroups doingadditional
organizing in Seattle.

Saturday after the march seemed to
lack some of the non-partisan diversityoftheOct.6 protestbut were
variednonetheless.
Some ofthe groups inattendance

-IVIIUJ 111 AlUt'lU'll

1:00-2:00

Lunch

7:30-9:00

November 8 and 9inPigott Auditorium

2:15-4:15

Session II: Race and Classin
University/College Cultures
Chair:Maggie Chon -Seattle

Saturday, November 9 Pigott
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Keynote
Speaker
J
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University
university

Current Obstacles to Interracial
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Charles Johnson
to win
First African-American
, man_.
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National Book Award since Ralph
Ellison (1990)
Academy of Artsand Letters: 2002
Academy Award for Literature
Scholar of African-American
literature
Short story writer
Cartoonist
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g nStateColle
8
ToGnairorNottoChatr:
SexistRacism amongProgressives
Nkiru Nzeawu SUNY
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Auditorium
Auditorium
10:00-12:00 Session IV: RethinkingRaceand
gpace Jhe Workplace
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11:00-1:00

SessionI: What'sRace Got ToDo
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Chair: Licia Carlson Seattle
UniV6rsity
Living in theInterstice
Tejumola Olaniyan University of
Wisconsin-Madison
Surviving Violence:Issuesfor
Refugee andImmigrant Women
Sudha Shetty Seattle University

-
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University ofIllinois-

Charl
es^Mil sGenocide: Theory,
ThTZor
of
Practice, andFutureDirections
-

Robert Pena Seattle University
Negative Race:RolandBarthes,
JamesSnead, andtheProduction of
Today'sMyths
Charles Mudede The Strangereat c

Shannon Sullivan Pennsylvania
University

-
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4:30-6:30

Session III; Race-ingSpace/Being
In/Out ofPlace: TheImmigrant
Experience
Chair: TrileighTucker- Seattle

if

Friday, November 8 Pigott Auditorium
9:00-10:30 OpeningCeremony
KeynoteSpeaker: Charles Johnson

n

I
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Embodiedmmbodied
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Kace Ine°V
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Chair: Jacque Ensign Seattle
University

ThtJJnconsciousLifeofßace:
Freudian Resourcesfor Critical

(

V.
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Dinner
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University
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Sacred Space
Kola Abimbola Seattle University
Racialized Space:South Asian
American Writers andthe
Construction ofIdentity
Nalini Iyer Seattle University
EmergingSubjectivity in Chicana
Literature: Madres, Comadres,
Madrinas, Quinceafleras y Criadas

-
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Sniper press
latches onto two
SU professors

SU News Bites...
Multifaithprayer

room reopens at SU

Charles A. Wesley

thekiller howthepolice werethinking."
Tin serialkillerfascinates people.
Authorof a topical study on seMovies and TV shows are made rial killer communiques, Guillen
about him.Books are written about has recently been in the media a
him. And during a serial killer's great deal.The study,SerialKiller
mad spree,people are glued to the Communiques:Helpful orHurtful,
news reports.Recentlynews media published in the Journal of Crimitold the story of a serial sniper on nalJusticeand Popular Culture,has
the east coast. Expert guests offer- many parallels to the DC sniper

SpectatorReporter
1

investigation.FromGoodMorning
America, CNN's Talkback Live!,
breath as the drama played out on The Guardian, and theLos Angeles
DailyNews,Guillenhasmade over
national television.
But who are these experts, and 35 appearances in the past two
how do they affect the case?
weeks.
Twoof them are SeattleUniver"Idon't see my roleas promoting
sity faculty. Tomas Guillen and anybody,includingmyself. I
speak
Jacqueline Helfgott, both Associ- about an issue that Iknow about."

TheEcumenicalChapel andMultifaithPrayerRoom
in Campion Hall reopened Oct. 24, after aremodeling project kept the space closed since June 2002.
New to the space are four separate prayer areas for
Jews,Muslims,Buddhists,andHindus.
Theproject was made possible by many donors. A
celebration took place to re-bless the location at 4 |
D.ra. last Thursday.

ing their analysis sat alongside
newscasters,and the nationheld its

ate Professors, recently

made sev- Guillen said.
eral appearances in the media-on
"Some of the experts were irrestations like CNN and shows like sponsible in some of the things they
Good Morning America-andboth

said. They were cops themselves.

highlight how faculty work outside

They wouldn't have liked another

the classroom.
The mannerin which this advice
is given,and how it is portrayed,
can have dramatic effects and it
strikes a delicate balance between
responsible and irresponsiblejournalism.
GuiUenbeUeves the mediaacted
responsibly in its disclosure (and
nondisclosure) of information relatingto thecase. Howeverhequestions whether the media over analyzed the investigation and aided

cop talking about the case. So why
are theydoing it now?"
Helfgott,of the Criminal Justice
department,sees themedia'srepresentation of expertsplayinga large
role inshapingoffenders' behavior.

the killer.

"In this day and age thereis a real

Priorto the ceremonieslast Thursday
religious leaders practiced.

ASBE hosts panel talks
with CEO speakers
runs

In this modern world corporate white-collar fraud
rampant in the media. How do business students in Jiis day
and age learn to practice good ethics? By hearing the tales
from the good CEOs. The Albers School of Business and
Economics held a "powerhouse panel" ofCEO's to discuss
AMYHOWELL / PHOTO EDITOR |
setting the tone at the top. One of the guest speakers at
Rose,
Peter
CEO of Expediters, \
Tuesday's event was Jim Sinegal of Costco. Sinegal was waitsfor his turn to
speak in the j
recognized inBusiness Week as a goodCEO.
CEOpanel discussion

Lecture on amendment

blurredboundary betweenfact and
Fiction, betweenreal lifeand media
Jife." Helfgott said. "And Ithink
that has areal impact on offenders
that are sitting on the edge and may
not have committeda crime."
Guillen agrees that irresponsible Mark Bonicillo

sparks student interest

'To me, the media, in having commentarycan aggravatethe situ-

endary voice, introduced Bond to

Copy Editor

JimBond, professor of law, dea lecture entitled "From
livered
irrespon"Obviously the most
Despair: The Freedmen
Hope
to
the
ones
people
asking
sible
were
forthekillerto commitsuicide,and and the Struggle to Ratify the 14th
Amendment" in Wyckoff Auditomedia was irresponsible." Guillen calling him a coward."
said."Theyhadpeople analyzingto
He said such statements added rium on Tuesday. Father Stephen

theseexpertsnext to them forevery

ation:

story, was creating intelligence to
the killer that he couldn't get any
place else.That is whereIthink the

the point where they were telling

fuel to the fire

.

Sullivan,SJ, in his scrawly yet leg-

the audience. Donning a navy-blue
pinstripe suit and a presidentiallike red, white, and blue tie, Bond
opened his lecture with a brief and
personal story ofhis summer experience after college in Mississippi.
During theCivil Rights movement,
Bond volunteered inefforts to help

educate and registerAfricanAmericans to vote. The audience wascaptivated by Bond's story, especially
after he talked about the deathsof

three of his colleagues during that
summer and his realization, at that
time, that he hadlost his innocence
and that the AmericanDream was

only available to white americans.
From that moving story,

Bond then deliveredhis lecture. His whole lecture featuredan interpretationofhow

the Freedmen, i.e. freed
slaves of the Civil War,
viewed the14th Amendment
and American society.
From his research on the
private letters,diaries,southernlegislative debates,newsHow to Make It Work for Your Nonprofit
Presented
by

Gail Lasprogata,JD, LLM
Assistant Professor ofBusiness Law

|Pftj Wf ■Hawaii
X*

- ~f,J^^B%^^^

S^fJfr^T
V~y

' RrHparis
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Tuesday, November 5, 2002
5:35 p.m. to 8:15 p.m.
Leßoux,
William F.
S.J. Conference Center,
Student Center, Room 160

$799^^^
$619

I

Free and opento the public
Pre-registration required, accepted until filled
Refreshments provided

Includes air & accommodations from
Seattle Prices areper person Some taxes
ees not
Other departurecities H

■

Panelists:
JamesMcClurg, Partner, Social Enterprise Alliance
Cheryl Sesnon, Social EnterpriseConsultant

"
"

RSVP

Online: www.seattleu.edu/asbe/ec/panel

www.stdcr-avel.com Mril RAVEL
online

>»

on

th« mont

»«

on cnmpu/

»»

on

thj

/tmit

Email: ec@seattleu.edu

paper articles, and other
pieces of literature of the
Freedmen and Southern
whites,Bondconcluded that

theFreedmendidnotbelieve
that the Bill of Rights was
meant to be enforced and
protected under the 14th
Moreover,

Bond maintained that theFreedmen believed that the 14lh amendment only meanttocoverthe
inalienable rightsof theDeclaration of Independence

—

the right to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. To
Bond, the Freedmen

Phone: 206-296-5730

Co-sponsors:
The Entrepreneurship Center
TheLawrence K. Johnson Endowed Chair of Entrepreneurship

"
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See Talk on page 5

News
Thursday
HALLOWEEN

Friday

can't we all
just get along

'

5

Visas for Ufe

Saturday

2

Wondering why your parents have
suddenly appeared at your door?
It's parents weekend, soclean

Atnoon in Wyckoff Manilo Ho will
speak from theheart about her father,
a Chinese diplomat who during
WWII saved 4,000 Jews.

Learnhow to resolve arguments
with tact and skill at a session at
3:30 p.m. in Pigott.
Trick orTreat carnival in the

ParentsWeekend Begins

your room.

Bellarmine lobby

Calendar of events
For the week of October 31-November 6
Sunday
3
,

..

,

x".,.^

m
iransu »onic
Kacism

. . .

'

T
Ihe r
turn JooKs at transit racism in Los

Angles ana is ionowea Dy a transportauon tonim. fcvent is »o tor students

and wil include
discussion
_
> on the
monorail.Event starts at 7 p.m.

Monday
j

Just

another

Tuesday

ElectionDay

5

,,

Take some time to look at thenew art
&{
te
Sludent Cemer
Spectator what you think. E-mail us
a{ neW stips<g>seattleu.e<lu with the
...ui^.,«I i "
subject lineLuisa.

,

Voting for the monorail, R5LandIp ace
for regis
tered votersin the state of Washington. Get out there and vote.

??6

Wednesday
6

Think about
your future

Career development is having an
to (?m Gq
from 1Q
with apositive outlook and see what
post-college life can have in store for

I

'you

Rents near campus send students packing
Austin L.Burton
Co-ManagingEditor
When SusannaInglis wentapartment-hunting last year, she was
loping tofindaplaceclosetoschool
and not too expensive.
She went 0 for 2.
'The places that were close to
school were waymoreexpensive,"
aid Inglis, a senior social work

low $600s per month.
The areassurrounding SU aren't
much cheaper.
month inrent,in addition to utilities
Capitol Hill ranks 13th on the
and parking, and packing three one-bedroomlist with an average
people into one
■—^■^^
bedroom.
"At first I
wanted
into,forexample,theDecatur Apartments near SU, Inglis says they
wouldhave been paying $700 per

tolive nearschool,
but now I'd rather

highest on both lists, with an aver- ing for aplace this summer, they

ageone-bedroomrateof $1,118 and
an average two-bedroom rate of

alsoencountereddifficulties finding Jiving quarters close to cam-

$1,512.
With several areas further away

pus.

"^^""^^^^"

"For some of those places we would
have been paying $200 morefor just
two bedrooms, plus utilities and

from SU providing a softer blow
o a renter's payheck, students
ike Inglis, who
mayhaveinitially
wished to live
ear the Univer-

major.
be living here,"
places
some
those
Inglis
"For
of
we
said.
wouldhave beenpaying $200more
Inglis' experiity, have had to
than we're paying now] for just ence in lookingfor
wo bedrooms, plus utilities and an off-campus
oout oftheir way
Susanna Inglis, senior social work
o find affordable
apartment is a re)arking," she said.
Inglis had lived in the dorms at flection on the
accommodations.
SUforone yearbefore movinginto housing situation around Seattle rent of $816 per month and eighth
And while Inglis isn't that far
for two-bedroom apartments at away from school(she saidit'sabout
house on The Aye in the Univer- University.
ityDistrict withsome roommates.
According to thelatest apartment $1,190.
alO to20-minutedrive),sheis more
Butafter thehouse wasbrokeninto vacancy/rent rate report from
TheCentralDistrict areais fourth at the mercy of bad traffic or car
nee and a transient was trying to Dupre+Scott Apartment Advisors, on both lists, charging $971 for a problemscompared tosomeone who
ive on their porch, she decided it the averagerent for a one-bedroom one-bedroomand $1,280for a two- lives within walking distance.
was time to go.
When junior Vickie Chambers
apartment in the First Hill area is bedroom,respectively.
—
Along withfive roommates all $858 per month, the 10th mostAnd Downtown Seattle is the and her tworoommates went look—
Inglis
students
was
area
in
and
expensive
KingCounty
U
unsucessful in her search for a place almost $100 more than the county
ear SU, but eventually found a average.First Hill also ranks sevlouse for rent intheRavenna neigh- enth highest fortwo-bedroom units,
>orhood, just north of the Univer- averaging $1,216 permonth. InadityDistrict. Eachof thesix women dition to the report,a quick scan of
ays $500 per month in rent and any newspaper's classified ads
tilities combined,andallhave their showsthatstudio apartmentsinFirst
wn bedrooms. Had they moved Hill range from the high $500s to

parking.

Talk: freedman rights

From page 4

aRepublican."

only wantedequality under thelaw.
-With his passionate and brilliant
voice, Bond quoted a black
RepublicanfromtheReconstruction
era who said that he did not want
specialfavors fromthe government
for black people but only wanted
the same rights and privileges of

terouslaughter,and Bondmotioned
toFr. Sullivan,asking for his opin-

Thewholecrowderuptedinbois-

white citizens.

Although the lecture was serious
and passionate, there were some
humorous parts of Bond's lecture.
He quoted a southernblack minister who, trying to recruit blacks for
the RepublicanParty during Reconstruction,said "Jesus Christwas

ion.
Overall, the lecture was quite a
success, with the auditoriumfilled
tostanding-roomonly capacity.The

audience containedstudents andfaculty from all over the university,
includinglaw students,philosophy
professors, the College Republicans,law professorsand even curious undergraduate freshmen.After
the lecture, Bond fielded questions
and a reception washeldafterwards
on theground floor of theEngineering building.

"

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you shouldcall me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
5244915

-

'They have some really nice
didn't
apartmentsin this area,butI
want topay that much,"Chambers,
an English major, said.
Chambers and her roommates
founda three-bedroomunit on16th
St. and Jefferson Aye. that costs
$1,195 per month, for all three of
them.
Eachpersonhas their ownroom,
and theonlyutilitythey havetopay

is electricity.
"If you live on the (SU) side of
Jefferson St., you'regoing to pay
$100 to $200 more a month, and
that's just rent," she added.
'Then youhave to pay electricity, water,and gas. Theysay this is
supposedto be a badneighborhood
or whatever, but I'm reallyhappy
where we live."

Medical
School
Seminar
Wednesday, November 13
6pm Bpm
Western Washington University

-

Reserve your seat today!
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST.

Test prep, admissions, and guidance. For life.
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Debate on war echoes through the night
that inspectors over there aren't

J.C. Santos

going to find anything."

He questioned why President
Bush is pushing for war insteadof
sendinginspectorstoIraqfor a thorough search.

"Whether or not we go to waris
Annie Gutierrez,a senior at Gig
man,"
by
nevertobedecided one
he Harbor High showed strong support for Pollack and said his CIA
said.
McDermott also pointed out an background made him much more
immense lack of interna- credible on the subject thanhis ad-

Opinion Editor
Pollack paired hisfailed containU.S. CongressinalRepresentitve
ment
reasoning with the character
Jim McDermottdebated withKenof
SaddamHussein.
Pollock,
Deputy
neth
Director for
"Saddam Hussein
tional support for aU.S. inthe Council on Foreign Relations,
vasion,includingdiscrepanat a nearly packed Pigott Audito- is deeply ignoran
rium Wednesday night about about the outside
ciesfromtheUnitedNations.
whether or not the United States world," said the
BothMcDermott andPolformerClAmember
should go to war with Iraq.
lack didagree onacouple of
points. A war with Iraq
McDermott recently returned "He believes tha
would cost America hunfrom a trip to Baghdad and has once hehas acquirec
adamantly expressed his dissent to a nuclear weapon,he
dreds of billions of dollars
the mediaon the United States in- willbesafeunder tha
andin turn wouldcontribute
to our currently slumping
vading Iraq. Pollack used to work nuclear umbrella,'
and
that
the
United
for theCIA onprojects inIraq and
Also, the country must
surrounding Middle Eastern areas, States, as a result
CARL BERGOUIST / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
would
be
too
intimi
and is the author of The ThreatenJimMcDermott(left)andKennethPollackfaced offat
have a post-war plan for rebuildingIraq,whichPollack
ing Storm: The Case for Invading dated to take action.
Wednesday's debate.
But McDermot
Iraq.
acknowledgesas a vital part
wants
to
see
said
he
of the world with their oil
was
a
poster-boy
He
former
for
theContainment Policy during the some hard evidence of nuclear
He provided answers to his own production. This post-war reconClinton Administration,butnow he weapons and that has yet to hap- question, which ranged from a struction wouldrequire more funds
strong thedesire fora regimechange and is a move that both sides agree
believes thatcontainment hasfailed. pen.
"Wehavenever attacked a sover- inIraq,to an Americanpresidential is necessary, should therebe a war.
"In 1996, (inspectors) in Iraq
couldn't find weapons of massive eign country on speculation that power trip, referring to President
Theactive audience showedgeodestruction," Pollacksaid."The Ira- they may have nuclear weapons," Bush as "somebodywhothinkshe's graphical and philosophicaldiversity.
in charge of the world."
qis haveconcealed weaponsso well McDermottsaid.

-

versary.

""It's the government's job to
look out for us and our best interests," she said.
Her classmate, Rachael Phillips,

agreed.
"How long are we going to wait
before we take action when we're
150 percent sure?" Phillips said.
"And when are we going to be
150percentsure? When they attack
us again?"
Song Kirn, a seniorPolitical SciencemajorsupportedMcDermott's
argumentof thelack ofevidenceof
weaponsofmass destructioninIraq.
"In listening to McDermott, I
think we shouldfirstsend ininspectors and find out if they area threat
"
to us," he said.

"We should not jump to conclusions."

Speaker looks at states' attorney generals
Seth Cooper

the states that spearheadsuch litigaReporter
tion andsettlements.Greve argued
Staff
Dr. MichaelS. Greve, directorof to SU students that these settletheFederalismProject at theAmeri- mentsundermine principlesof state
can Enterprise Institute think-tank equality thatare impliedin theU.S.
in Washington, D.C., discussed the Constitution's structure of federalrecent phenomena plaguing state ism.This is doneby allowingstates
to bully each other, giving rise to a
attorneysgenerals, Tuesday.
Thepresentation,entitled"States' "false federalism" that empowers
Rights on Steroids," dove into the the most bullying states and does
current realityofsfate attorneygen- not give theCongress a say in regueraJs working in coordinationwith lationsthat have a national impact.
each other and large trial lawyer
"On
firms across thenation.
state'
Togetherthey initiatelegalcauses rights end
of action against major industries, wh c r
such as tobacco,brokerage houses, another'
and Pharmaceuticals. According to begins,
Greve, the aim of such a coordi- Grevesaid
nated effort is not simply to create In particu
large settlementawardsbuttobutto lar, Grey

anxious states to coerce reluctant
states to join lawsuits, as the reluctantstates wouldotherwisebe faced
withextraterritorial exploitationby

lawyers for initiating such

the cigarette smokers of every
state will bear the cost through

litigation.He criticizedthe
Supreme Court's jurisprudence, asserting that the
10th Amendment andother

increased cigarette prices.
He noted that
shouldany of the
states have chosen toholdoutand
notjoininthelaw-

suitandtheresult-

PHOTOGRAPHER

Michael Greve gives speech to Universityof
Washington students after his talk at SU.

another State."
Michael Greve,
state citizens would
He was quick to point out that the
referred t
still have topay for a precursor to the MSA did not rethe 199
Director of the
facto national ceive approval in the Congress.
Mas t c
project
federalism
Settlemen
:s tax that is im- However,theMSA wasitself never
posed to citizens of submittedtoCongressfor approval,
Agreemen
(MSA) be
all states and to the and neither the Congress nor the
tween 46
benefit of the con- federal courts sought toenforce the
states and the major tobacco com- stituency of thesuingstates.Itis the Compacts Clause in this context.
impositionof such externalitiesby Yet, it is throughCongress,accordsister states thatGreve takes excep- ing to Greve,that states thatdo not
tion to.
wish tojoin insuch settlementsand
Greve instead advocates a juris- the variousinterestgroups whoseek
nated," he said.
Erdmann had no comment if the prudence that, amongother things, a voice on such issues may find a
loss ofhis position has anything to takesseriouslytheCompactsClause hearing. "Dissident states have a

Outsourced: Future ofIT
From page 2
the administration, there remains
questions and concerns among employees of theITdepartment.Jason

dowith theplan to possibly bringin
Collegis.
He continued by saying,
Longfellow, a sophomorecomputer
science major andstudentemployee "Collegiswillprovide the sameserof IT, is concerned that employees vice we have now, it will just take
will lose their job to Collegis.
one year to put into effect and if
He believes that Collegis will wereunderstaffed itcould goreally
force full time employees to resign badly for the students."
Walker responded to the comand fillthe department with inexperiencedstudent employees in order ments.
to make a profit.
"If Collegis takes over the IT
Accordingto Longfellow,"A lot department,employees will be terof good people have already quit minated from the SU payroll and
andleftbecause they don't want to immediatelyput on Collegis' paydeal with the drama, not even the roll," she said.
drama but who wants to stay in an
She expressed that it was not
Collegis' model to terminate eminsecure position.
Director ofITPaulErdmann will ployeesand"thechangeovercanbe
be leavingin January.
more disconcertingandhold greater
"My position has been elimi- significance then it really does."

'

1

chance in Congress," he notes. He

that "No State shall, without the thus sees the federal governmentas
dollars going to the various state Consent of Congress...enter into occupyinga role toinsure that states
governments,coupled with a regu- any Agreement or Compact with do not gang up on eachother.
latory schemethat the states are
Itis Greve's viewthat the
to administer and the tobacco
current US Supreme
companies are to follow.
Court's federalismjurispruGreve described the MSA as
dence is partly to blame in
amountingto a $250billion dolgiving pretext to the state
larnationalconsumptiontax, that
attorneys,generals and trial

"One state's rights
ends where
another's begins/

establish national regulatory
schemes of theindustries that they
are suing.
In his view, this process allows

oftheUS Constitution, whichstates

panics

cases frequently discuss
federalism and the allocation and limitations upon
the powers of the federal

governmentin termsof"the
dignity of states" and "states'
rights," rather than upon the enumerated powers doctrine and the
internal limits placed upon the federal governmentby theUS Constitution. However,Grevemakes the
prediction that as this process is
repeated with other industries, the
Supreme Court will eventuallyface

theissue. "It willhave tostepin," he
asserts.

Thus, Greve's presentation
proved to be intellectually engaging on bothlegal and politicallevels, to the interest of his audience.

Conflict: Students hear about MidEast
From page 2
ings about the topic, most did
not want to goonrecord aboutit.

seemas ifshe was leaning towards
one sidemore then the other. This
leaning was sensedby some in the
audience.
Likely if more time was permitted, thesesamestudents wouldhave
argued their positions on the subject, with Weingartforquitea while.
Weingart believes another way
togettheball rolling towards peace
wouldbe reacting to the situation
similar to how family members react to an alcoholic or drug user in
their midst.
"We cannotlet thingsspin out of
control, ignoring the situation or

Jon Zimmerman,a second year
law student, and Perry
Moniuszko, a first year law student did not wish to share their
opinions, but said they came to
gain an expanded view on the
situation.
Most students felt the same;
however,some were in corrtplete
disagreement with Weingart and
made this clear.
Although,Weingart was trying
tobe objective tobothsides,itdid becomingangry.
77k? Spectator " October 31, 2002

"A healthy way would be a
form of tough love," Weingart
said.
She believes that we should
tell bothcountries that we love
thembut weareno longergoing
to stand for this.
Despite the talk only lasting
50 minutes, it was 50 minutesof
flyingopinionsand information.
Open and possibly questioningminds were brought intothe
room.

What remained at the end of
the talk were answers to some
questions, and hopefully new
ones looming in thehorizon.
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Can't take the
Men's team remains
hopeful following 10-0 rout heat? Stay away
Austin

L.Burton

Co-Managing Editor
Inhis first two seasons at Seattle
University,overthecourseof 3,330
minutes, senior midfielder Matt
Hulenhada totalofthreegoalsin37
games.
Then, last Saturday, over the
course of48minutes,theRedhawks'
co-captainexplodedfor three goals
inone game as theRedhawksrouted
NorthwestNazarenein a 10-0blow-

—

postseason berth for winning the
conference, it willbe hard for them
to make it into the NCAA national

tournament.
Therefore, as Hulen says, "We
have to win all our [remaining]

games and win them by a large
margin. If SPU beat them 6-1, we
havetodobetterthan that."(Editor 's
note: Seattle Pacific actually beat
Northwest Nazarene 7-0 on Aug.
30)

canyon University was the other
and havebeen ona rollbothoffensively and defensively.
"We're playing a lot better,"
Hulen said. "We have a renewed
self-confidence and pride in our
game."
SU willneedthat confidence and
pride when theyface SeattlePacific
tomorrow. The Falcons are 2-1 in
GNAC play and have an identical
overall record to SU. The game,
which willbe atInterbay Stadium at
7 p.m.,will also be SU's first road
game after seven straight at home.
The Redhawks will also be facing
an SPU team bent on avenging a 3-2 loss dealt by SU onOct. 12.
After that the Redhawks return
home to play Humboldt State on
Nov. 7, and travel to play Western
Washington on Nov. 9. While
Humboldt has struggled,putting up
a 3-12-1 record, Western is also
undefeated inconference play and

Still, some may accuse the
"It was exciting. I'd never had Redhawks of runningup the score.
one before," said Hulen of the first Instead of playing ball-control ofhat trick of his collegiate career, fense and sitting on their 4-0 halfwhich also included a season at time lead, SU fired more shots in
Highline Community College, and the second halfthan they didin the
the firsthat trick sincehe wasanall- first (18- 14), and scored four goals
conference standout at Woodinville in the last 10 minutes against an
(Wash.) High School. "I mean, we already defeated and demoralized
did play Northwest Nazarene, but Crusaders squad.
"Even some of their guys were
it'salwaysnice toscore threegoals."
Hey,take iteasy,'"saidHulen,
like,
may
have
WhileHulen'shat trick
—
who
scored
in the 35th, 43rd, and
opponent
come against a weaker
83rdminutes.
"Webasically had to are 12-4-1 overall. SU beat
regular
a
GNAC
the Crusaders are
doormat which finished this season explain the situation to them."
Humboldt 8-1 on Nov.22 and lost
Hulen's performance put him at to Western, 2-1, onOct. 16.
at 2-14 and haven't wona confer—
ence game in three years it turns eight goals for the season, second
"At this point, no games wehave
out thateach one of those goals, in on the team. He also has three as- are easy,"Hulen said."Weputouraddition to the other seven scored sists to tie him for second on the selves in a bad position by losing
byhis teammates,mayhavebeen as squadwith 19points.He trails fresh- key gamesearly in the season.Now
crucial as any goals SU has scored man forwardPatDoran inboth goals wejust have to do the best we can."
and points.
this season.
The win was the Redhawks' secthey
Though
are undefeated in
in a row and fifth out of their Austin L. Burton is a junior
ond
three GNAC games, the Redhawks
journalismmajor. Youcanreach
have a 10-5-1 overall record and, lastsix contests. Theyhave shut out
at
a
with no automatic NCAA their last two opponents Grand him burton 1©seattleu. edu
out.

'

from the kitchen

earlier this year that was 87-0. In
another, someone got beat 91-0.
Once Itook a 16-0 girl's soccer
game,andduringbasketballseason
football, basketball, boxing, track I've taken scores where teams won
and field, baseball,and even tennis by 50 points or more.
It's almost always the winning
(whenSerena Williamsis playing),
coach
who calls in these cases
soccer is not even in the top five.
(would
you want to call someone
One reason for that wouldbe the
and
tell
them you lost 91-0?), and
lack of scoring. Call me an MTVmost
part they are almost
for
the
want,
generationproduct ifyou
but
they call. Since
apologetic
when
Ilike action. And while Ihave all
they
want
to
don't
be accused of
the
the respect in the world for
Ihear a lot of,
score,
running
the
up
athleticismand endurance of soccer players (you try running for 90 "We benched the starters early..."
minutes at a time), Ijust can't get and, "We tried to keep it down."
After everyone in the office gets
into a game where scoreless ties
word
of aparticularly bad blowout,
happen regularly.
So when a soccer team blows up the inevitable response is, "That's
for 10 goalsin one game,youknow justmean,"or'That's unnecessary."
Well, maybe I'm just mean and
something is out of the ordinary.
but Idon't get it.
unnecessary,
Last Saturday,
the Seattle Uni'
Why
should
the team who's winversitymen s soccer teamdestroyed
AustinL.burton
Co-ManagingEditor
I'lladmit, soccer isn'ton my list
of favorite sports to watch. After

Have you ever been in a locker
room before a game? In between
all the talk of dominating and
destroying,Imust have missed
the part about being nice.

—

They didn't evenallowtheCrusaders ashot, meaningSUgoalkeepers
Brandon Sewell and JulianCotrell
could have kicked off their cleats,
stretched a couple of hammocks

Going up for a header,freshman
Pat Doran wins the ball in the
Redhawks10-0 winoverNorthwest
Nazarene University in a GNAC
match at Championship Field on
Oct. 26.
With the victory, the Redhawks
gained much-needed momentum
going into their playoff run. The
team currently stands in second
place in the conference behind
undefeated Western Washington.
TheRedhawks notonlyneed to win
out the restoftheirseason,but to do
so inconvincingfashion inorder to
convince NCAA tournament
officials that the team is worthy of
one of the two postseason berths
awarded to schools on the West
Coast. Only in its second year of
existence,theGNACdoes not carry
an automatic berth with a
conference title.

AMY HOWELL / PHOTO EDITOR

Calendar of events for Oct. 31- Nov. 6
Soccer Awards
Ceremony
Join the women'ssoccer team in
ecognizing the new Seattle University careergoals leader, Nichole
Sauvageau. A shortpresentation will
take place before the Nov. 1 game
jgainst HumboldtState University
it 2 p.m.
The senior set therecord withher
45th career goal in a game against
WesternOregon University onOct.
26. Sauvageau has 109 points for

her career and needs only seven
joints to tiethe all-timeSU record.
Thewomen's teamhas tworemainnggames this season.

Northwest Nazarenein a 10-0rout. ning have

Want to Travel?

Men's Basketball

Gosee theRedhawks men's soccer team take on Seattle Pacific

Opening its season on Saturday
Nov. 2 at the Connolly Center, the
men'sbasketball team plays host tc
Son Ministries Blue Angels in ar
exhibition game at 7:30 p.m.
Watch top returnees Darnell
Lyons and BryanPeterson, accompanied by new recruits Eddie Lincoln, Jeffery McDaniel, Cameror
Rowe, Ryan Webb and Jelani Wil
liams.
Coming off a 6-21(3-15GNAC
season, the Redhawks look to re
bound with an unprecedented ter
scholarship players. The regula
season begins with theSU Tip-Ofl
Classic Nov. 22-23.

University at Seattle Interbay Stadium on Friday,Nov. 1 at 7 p.m.
Needing to win the rest of their
gamesinconvincingfashion tohave
a chance at a postseason berth, the
Redhawks look to take out therival
Falcons.

Seattle Pacific willbe looking to
avenge a 3-2loss from early in the
season and gain confidence for a
possible postseason run of its own.
Pat Doran leads the Redhawks
with 9 goals and 25 total points,
whilegoalieBrandon Sewellboasts
a 1.16 GAA and two shutouts.

across the goalposts while doing
their homework,and the Redhawks
still wouldhave posted a shutout.
On the offensive side, the
Redhawks took a total of 32 shots,
including 14 in the first half that
went for four goals. So that means
with 4-0 lead at halftime, against a
team who went into the game 2-13
and hasn't won a conference game
in three years, SU went out and
played evenmore aggressively in
the second half.
Did the Redhawks run up the
score? Many would say yes, given
that soccer is the sport where it's
probably the easiestto sit onalead.
But according to senior co-captain
and midfielder Matt Hulen, they
didn't really have a choice.
"We have to win by as much as
wecan to make a statement," said
Hulen, who recorded a hat trick in
that game.

The Redhawks are facing a scenario where they not only have to
winall their remaininggames to get
into the NCAA tournament, they
probably have to win them all by
impressive margins.
But that brings to light another
question: Evenif theRedhawks did
run up the score,even if they weren't
facinga win-now-and-win-bigsituation, evenifthey won the game 25-o...what'swrong with that?
At my job in the Seattle Times
sports department,I've taken many
calls of blowouts in high school
sports.There was one football game
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to dial it down a notch
once they get a big \ead? For their
opponent's sake? Usually the first
person to complain about a team
running up the score is the losing
coach. Because at the core of the
issue is this: Someone got their ass
handed to them, and they're sensi-

tiveand upset about it.
shouldknow.
True, losingsucks.I
My highschool football team only
won, like, four games combined in
my last two years there. And we
often lost bad, like 41-6 and 35-0.
But never once did Icomplain that
we had the score run up againstus.
I'm not going to whine about how
theother team playedtoo good.I'm
moreconcerned with why my team
got manhandled.

Have you ever been in a locker
roombefore agame? In betweenall
the talk of dominating and destroying, Imust have missed the part
about beingnice.
Accusationsof runningupscores
are frequent in football,basketball,
and soccer. But, as usual, baseball
gets the award for most ridiculous
interpretation of the issue.
Incase youhaven't heard, baseballhas The Code,and according to
this Code, running up the score is
unacceptable.Some ofthe rules: no
swingingona 3-0 count ifyouhave
a lead of six runs or more; and no
stealingbases withalead ofsix runs
ormoreafter the seventh inning. If
youbreak these rules, expect to get
thrown at the next time you come
up to bat.
Now what kind of nonsense is
that? What happens when you hold
back on trying to manufacture runs

See BLOWOUTS on page 8
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Swim teams take first, Volleyball team
third in nonleague meet wins 7th straight
Nate Zell
was sophomoreJonathan Bartsch,
who won the 200-yard individual
Sports Editor
With senior Scan Seaver leading medley, topping freshman teamthe way, the Seattle University mate Cori Bemis by mere tenths of
men'sswim team took first place in asecond. SU also capturedthe 200the non-Division Idivision of the -yard freestyle relay.
In addition to her victory in the
two-day Pacific Tiger Invitational
on Oct. 25-26. On the women's 200-yardbutterfly,Rivera tooksecside, sophomore Merceda Rivera ond in the 100-yardbutterfly. Junwon the 200-yard butterfly as the iorEliseFischbach gavestrongperRedhawks women finished third.
formances inboththe 100 and200Seaver won both the 500 and -yard breaststroke, but fell to Eliza1,650-yard freestyle races, to finish bethGlickofUC-Davisbothtimes.
Uponcompletingthe two-day inwith 68 of theRedhawks756 team
vitational,
the Redhawks traveled
points, giving them the edge over
UC-Davis, which placed second to Davis, Calif., for a dual meet
with 721 team points. Seaver was against UC-Davis. This time, both
just three pointsbehindJacobFraire Davis teamshad their way,with the
of Cal-State Bakersfield for the in- menhandiiTgSUit's firstloss ofthe
dividual championship.
year. The Aggies women's team
Also chipping in with a big con- toppedtheRedhawks womena day
tribution was freshman Matt Oram, after winning the Pacific Tiger Inwhotookindividualtitles in the 100 vitational.
Again, Rivera was the star of the
and 200-yard backstroke. Capping
theindividual winners for the men women's team, pulling out victo-

ries in the 50-yard freestyle and
100-yard butterfly before anchoring the 200-yard freestylerelay team
to victory.
On the men's side, Bartch and
senior Joe Laughlin picked up the
only twovictories. Bartschtook the

Nate Zell
But despite their impressive
record,theRedhawks are not a shooSports Editor
After surrendering a 2-0lead to in for postseasonaction.
Western Oregon University last
Six teams are chosen from three
Saturday, and needing a win to re- conferences on the WestCoast.SU
main in contention for the is currently ranked 10th out of the
postseason, the Redhawks volley- teams in the three conferences. To
200-yardindividual medleywith a ball team came up with a dominant qualify for the playoffs, the team
time of 1:56.82, while Laughlin fifth-game performance to finish wouldneed to win their remaining
swam toan easy victoryin the 100- off the Wolves (3-18,3-10GNAC) seven matches to have a shot at the
-yard butterfly with a time of 5 1.88. and improve to 20-3 (10-2 GNAC) playoffs.
With their winning times, Bartch on the season.The win also pushed
This week, the team faces two
and Laughlin met the 'B qualify- the team's winning streak to seven crucialmatches, first taking on Seing standards for the NCAA Divi- games and kept them in playoff attle Pacific University on Thurssion IInational meet.
day before traveling to Bellingham
contention.
While neither has an automatic
"The team gets frustrated by go- for one of its most critical matches
berth, which requires meeting the ing to five games,"
said SU Coach against Western Washington.
'A' standards,bothhave thechance Steve Nimocks. "[Having to play a
A win over the Vikings would
toadvance if notenough automatic fifth game] is often a case of us bringthe Redhawkscloser toa playberths aregiven. 'B'qualifiers would letting down. When they play the offberth. WWUis currently ranked
thenbe chosen sequentially.
fifth game,they'reconfidentthey're in the top four teams on the West
Both SU teams will travel to going to win."
Coast.
Ellensburg, Wash., for a dual meet
"Ourstrengthof scheduleisn'tas
It was theninth time this season
with Central Washington Univer- the teamhas gone to a fifth gamein goodas otherteams,"Nimockssaid.
sity on Nov. 7.
a match. It has yet to lose a match "If we can win out, the win over
Westernshouldconvince people we
when doing so.
"I think it's a very gritty, very belong there.
"The league is really close," he
competitive team. The girls play
hard. They refuse to let someone continued. "If we don't play well
beat them," Nimocks said. "The we may not beat anybody. If we
kids' toughness pulls us through." play well, we'll be in goodshape.
"Right now we'retryingto focus
SophomoreMeganKaysingerled
fourRedhawks indouble-digitkills onThursday. Westernis a verygood
GNAC title.
with 21. Fellow sophomore Erika team. The deserve their ranking.
Alaska-Anchorage wonthemen's
Brunson had a match-high 64 as- We need to maintain what we've
team title, also placing three run- sists to go with14
digs. Freshman done.Ourhittershave come through
ners in the top 10. SU was sixthin Maggie Safranski led all players and we'vehad steady offense to go
men's team standings, the second
with 23 digs, while Sarah with stellardefense. We've got to
straight year they finished in that Sommermanhad 16 kills.
play our best to beat them"

Manos, Fullerton narrowly
miss All-GNAC honors
State's Doug Hamilton took 10th
AustinL.Burton
place. The men's winner wasPaul
Co-Managing Editor
Two Seattle University runners Kezes from Western Washington,
finished in the top 15 of their re- whoalso picked up GNAC Athlete
spectiveraces at Saturday's GNAC of the Yearhonors.

championshipmeet,bare\ymissing
out on All-Conferencerecognition.
Junior Kelly Fullerton finished
J2th out of79 female runners,covering the 6,000-meter course in
22:50.25.Fullertoncameacross the
line just 11 seconds behind 10th
place finisher Tiffany Picinich of
Central Washington. The top 10
runners werenamedall-conference.
AshleeVincent ofWestern Washington won the women'srace, and
was selectedGNAC FemaleCross
Country Athlete of the Year as a
result, finishing in 21:44.89.
On the men's side, SU junior
Steve Manos placed 13th out of 84
runners. Manos took 25:35.03 to
finish the8,000-meter men's course,
and cameup 12 seconds short of an
All-Conferenceaward,as Humboldt

The SU women's team placed
eighth in the team standings, second-to-lastandahead ofonly Northwest Nazarene.The women'steam
champions, Humboldt State, had
three runners in the top 10 and eas-

position.
Both Redhawks squads will run
in the NCAA Division II WestRegionalchampionships onNov.9 in
Fresno,Calif, hostedby Cal State-

ily won their second consecutive

Stanislaus.

SU runners in Saturday's GNAC championshipmeet
W<>me (pfoce, name, time*)
Men (place, name, time)
' Kel|y F"«erton, 22:50.25
12
13, Steve Manos, 25:35.03
> Angela Gummow, 23:11.53
22
24, Carlos Siqueiros, 26:02.41
'
59
Kirsten BJork > 25:09.26
28, Dam Engebretsen,26:08.23
<
65
Me
Ban Sal venson, 25:28.06
,
3 1 Mike Hughes, 26:10.76
66> Emi'y Ferguson, 25:31.71
54, Matt Blame, 26:55.10
73 > Katie Archimbault, 26:25.78
55, Kevin Lybarger, 26:55.89
74' Holy Bueb 26:30.99
56, Robert Renninger, 27:01.92
76> Sarah Brundidge, 27:14.29
62, Andy Koehn, 27:16.73
77' Andrea Martinez, 27:57.16
65, Richard Franck, 27:23.85
*=Women ran a 6,000-meter
81,Todd Nishida, 30:05.70
course, 2,000 less than the men

"
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Blowouts: Coaches overreact
continuedfrom page 7

in the late innings bylettingstrikes
that couldhavebeenput in the seats
go right by and not stealing, and
then...boom!...the other team

Houston Oilers in the 1993 NFL
playoffs?
And whileit was highly unlikely
thatNorthwest Nazarenewasgoing
toscore 11goals in the second half
against SU, you never know.
I'mnot saying thatcoachesshould

a comeback and scores
seven runs in the bottom of the
ninth and wins the game? Thinkjt keep their starters in for the entire
can't happen? Ask the Seattle game, always fearful of a comeMariners, who one time last year back. If you go up by a healthy
lost a 12-run lead to theCleveland margin, bench the starters as early
Indians inthelast couple of innings. as possible.But do it for yoursake,
Such comebacks are whyI'mop- not the other teams'. You don't
posed to letting upon opponents. want yourbest players suffering an
Remember when the Boston injury on a meaningless play in a
Celtics came back from a 21-point game that's forall intents and purdeficit in thefourth quarterand won poses over.
But whenyoudo bench the startGame 3 of the NBA Eastern Coners and put the backups in, don't
ference Finals last year?
Remember whentheBuffalo Bills make them play crawl-ball. The
ralliedfrom a 35-3 hole to beatthe backups aremoreoften than not the
mounts

younger players on the team, and
the ones who willbe starters in the

future. They don't get to play a lot
of minutes unless the game is a

blowout,so why not allow them to
run the plays as you would nor-

mally run them? No matter how
much you workthebackups inpractice, there's no better experience
than real game experience.You're
not teaching the reserves anything
by putting them out thereand telling him to play below their ability.
'
So foralIcoachesout there:Don t
ever feelbad about runningup the
score. Just don't complain when it
happens to you one day.

Austin Burton is a junior
journalismmajor. Youcanreach
himatburtona1@seattleu.edu
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The win over WOU followed a
30-28, 31-33, 30-24, 30-20 beating

of Humbolt State University last

Playoffs orno playoffs,the team
hashad a dramatic turnaround from
lastyear, when it finished eighthin

Thursday. Kaysinger again led all the conference.
"Ithink it's a tributeto kids complayers with 22 kills. Brunson
chipped in with a match-high 57 petitiveness. We've stayedhealthy,
and been fortunate," the coach
assists.
With the wins the Redhawks re- praised.
mained in second place in he con- Nate Zell is a freshman
ferencebehindundefeated Western
journalism major. He can be
Washington University.
reachedat zelln@seattleu.edu

GNAC Volleyball Standings

Conference records first, overall records in parenthesis
1. Western Washington 13-0, (18-2)
2. Seattle 10-2, (20-3)
3. Alaska Fairbanks 8-5, (11-7)
4. NorthwestNazerene7-5,(11-8)
5. Central Washington 7-5, (10-10)

6. Alaska Anchorage 7-6, (11-10)
7. SeattlePacific 5-8, (6-14)\
8. Western Oregon 3-10, (3-19)
9. Humbolt State 2-11,(4-1 7)
10.St. Martin's 1-11,(1-16)

"JET" TO JAPAN FOR A YEAR!
JOIN THE JAPAN EXCHANGE & TEACHING PROGRAM

--

RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS -Tuesday, November 5, 2002
InformationTable: 11AM 2PM @ StudentCenter
InformationSession: 4PM SPM @ Pigott 108

APPLYNOW! -POSITIONS BEGIN JULY 2003

"*jfc»4^P^^
"*^
flB 1\
I
ITITT"
jA=±JL

One Year Minimum Commitment:
July 2003 July 2004
Positions:
Assistant Language Teacher,
Coordinator for International Relations

Remuneration/Benefits:

1

3,600,000 yen (approximately), Airfare (from predesignated
cities), Housing assistance, Return Airfare (upon successful
completion of contract)
All applicants must obtain a BA/BS degree by 7/1/2003
Application Submission Deadline: December 5, 2002
FOR MOREINFORMATION & APPLICATION CONTACT:
Consulate-General of Japan JET Program Office
601 Union Street, Suite 500,
- Seattle WA 98101
Phone: 206-682-9107 ext. 136 email: jet@cgjapansea.org
www.seattle.us.emb-japan.go.jp
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Women's soccer team 'Series, Emmitt do battle
within game of first for week's top event
Sauvageau sets All-time SU

thedifference.Vick's 32-yardfourth
quarterTD run pushed the Falcons
ahead ofthe Saints enroute to a 37-

goals record with 45
Scan Reid
Co-Managing Editor
The Redhawks had a score to

settle when they took to the soccer
fieldin Monmouth,Ore., last Saturday.
After coming off a 4-0 loss to
Western Oregon University earlier
in the year, the women of Seattle

University centered themselves on
one objectivethis timearound: Victory no matter what.
The Redhawks did that and more
when they shoved Western's
Wolves facedown intheirhometurf
with a 3-2 win. And in the midstof
it all, team co-captain Nichole
Sauvageau didherteammatesproud
by giving themtheir first leadin the
game, as well as setting a new SU
record incareer goals.
"They were the new No. 1 team
we wanted to beat...and we had a
vengeance," Sauvageau said. "My
excitement came from the combination of scoring for the team and
breaking therecord."
Sauvageau scored against the
Wolves in the 54th minute of the
game with an assist from Jamie

Nicolopulos, breaking a 1-1 tie. It
was Sauvageau's 45th career goal,
which edged her past former SU
record holder Ingrid Gunnestad
(1988-1992). Sauvageau's performance in the game put her at a total

of 109 points in her

career, just

seven pointsaway fromtheSU alltime record, held by Trisha

Tateyama (1996-1999).
The Wolves dealt the first blow
early in the game, with a goal in the
17th minute by Lydia Shannon, off
an assist from Mariel Chandler.
SU fought for theball forthe next
45 minutes, before they evened up
the Scoreboard with a shot by JordanBieler in the52nd minute off an
assist from BrendaZittel.The goal
was Bieler's 10th of the season,
which leads theGNAC.
A fterSauvageau's tiebreaker,the

Redhawks never surrendered their
lead for the remainder of the game.
"They definitely fought until the
end, but our team had more heart
and desire and we wouldn't let
down," Sauvageau said.
SU's victory over first-place
WOU puts the Redhawks (10-6- 1,
6-3-1GNAC) withinhalf a gameof
the conference lead. Chances are
slim, but ifthe Wolves (10-5-1, 71)losetheirone remaininggame,
and the Redhawks hold their winning momentum in the next two,
SU could walk awaywith theirthird
straightconference title.Both teams
ended last season in a tie for the
conference championship.
WhileSauvageau can't speak for
WOU, her confidence in her team
remains undaunted.
"We have the momentum and
we've peaked towards the end of
[this] season," she said.
Sauvageau reported that players
havespent muchoftheseason working out their field dynamics. With
many women players changingpositions at the beginning of the season,Sauvageausaidthe teamneeded
to readapt, which proved challenging. Ultimately, though, the senior
midfielder believes that their victory over WOU proved they are a
formidableforce.
"Inthat game,1 think thedynamics of our team finally came togetherthisseason,"Sauvageausaid.
As for talking about setting the
new SU record, Sauvageau retains
her trademark humility. While last
week's game put the possibility of
making history within sight,
Sauvageau revealed it never became her sole mission through the
season.
"I wasn't reallyfocused onscoring or breaking the record, I was
just focused on our team and the
ultimategoal ofgoing to nationals.
[And] the momentum and the determination are in our hands."

-

end in sports:
5. After two monthsof hype, and
the: Is he coming back, or is he not
debates... wail, that was last year.
Freshoff knee surgery and with the
added support of fellow Tar Heel
alum Jerry Stackhouse, Michael
Jordan will attempt to prove this
year that, at age 40, he can lead a
teamto the playoffs from the bench.
Yes,he's still playing, though in a
more limited role according to His
Greatness.
—
Wizards coach Doug Collins
errr, Jordan has decided to bring
Jordan off the bench in an attempt
to save his arthritic knees for the
playoffs. So forthe timebeing,look
forward to seeing the same old
Stackhouse long-range show and
plentyof minutesforKwameBrown
untilMarch, whenMJ's legs finally
get warmed up.
In theEast, the team tobeatis still
the New Jersey Nets, fresh off the
four-game walk-through that was
the NBA Finals. TheNets added a
playoff worthy center in Dikcmbe
Mutombo, who willmake life in the
Eastern playoffs easier, but won't
get theNets past any of the top four
teams in the West.

Speakingof the West,Laker fans
will be treated to plenty of Kobe
Bryant for the first 6-8 weeks ofthe
season as Shag recovers from his

highly publicized toe surgery. Up
North, Sacramentomust also make
due whileMike Bibbyrecovers from
a brokenankle.Whichever of these
teams gets off to thebetterstart will
likely end up with home court advantage in the playoffs.
Rookie Amare Stoudamire, the
With all this drama in the NBA,it
onlyhigh schoolplayer drafted this really all boils down to is... who
year,made his debut with10 points cares? The answer is Laker fans,
andsix rebounds in 20 minutes for who willagain be the onlyones to
the Suns.
care at the end of the season when
Leading 42-39 at halftime, the their team is rollingoverany and all
Suns jumped ahead 48-41 earlyin opponents in the playoffs. Until
the third quarter.Instead of putting Shag decides to volunteer forclonthe Sonics away, the Suns went ing, noteam willchallenge theLakcold, missing 13 of their next 16 ers in playoffs. KobeorShag are
the
shots, as Seattlepulled even at 60- capable of winningachampionship
-60 latein thequarter.Seattle heated by themselves, and as longas they
up going to the fourth quarter, hit- don't kill each other, they'll conting 8-of- 10 shots in a key stretchto tinue filling up their fingers.
take the lead for good.
4. With all the Sunday hype on
Suns guardStephonMarbury was Michael Vick as he took on theNew
suspended for thegameby the NBA Orleans Saints, you'd think the first
for a DUI arrest in February. The year starter might have felt a little
sixth-year guard also came down bit of pressure. No worries, Vick
with an infection in his right arm extendedhisinterception-less streak
last Wednesday after an exhibition to six gamesand 135 pass attempts.
game with theChicagoBulls.Heis Yet as always, it was his lightning
listedas day-to-day.
speedrather than his arm thatproved
—

Sonics begin season by
beating Suns, 86-73
Brent Barry scored25 points, including 14 in the second half, as the
Seattle Supersonics rallied to defeat the Phoenix Suns at home in
both teams' NBA season openers
last night.
Barry's performance topped that
of Suns star Shawn Marion, who
had 16 of his 21 points in the first
half on 8-for-10 shooting. After
stealing the show in the first half,
Marion faltered, goingjust 2-for-13
down thestretch, whileBarryheated
up.
The veteran guard was 5-for-6
frombehind the three-pointarc and
9-for-12from the field in the game.
Oft-troubled backcourtmateGary
Payton added 20 points and eight
assists fortheSonics, which wonits
fifth straight home opener.
Penny HardawaybackedMarion
with 16 points and 10 rebounds in a
losing effort for the Suns.

Nate Zell
Sports Editor
With the World Series ending,
the NBA starting and the NFL and
college football in full swing here
arc the top events ofthe past week-

N.Z.

-35 victory. Vick finished with 10
carries for 91 yards and two touchdowns.
Not to be outdone. Eagles QB
Donovan McNabb, the closest
player to Vick's ability in the NFL,
used the Mondaynight spotlight to
try and prove he is Vick's equal.
McNabb's 40-yard TD run in the
fourth quartersealed the Eagles 17-3 stuffing ofthe New YorkGiants.
The 245-pound McNabb ran for
1 11 yards on just seven carriesand
combined withrunning backDeuce
Staley (24 carries for 126 yards) as
the Eagles amassed 299 yards rushing in the game.
While Vick's Falcons are still a
couple pieces and—a few yearsaway
from the playoffs not to mention
the fact that they compete in the
same divisionas theSaints andBuccaneers—the second year star is
already impressing most everyone
around the league.Vick willlikely
silence all critics by the end of the
year when he earnsa trip to the Pro
Bowl.And with this kid, whoknows.
Maybe he will lead the Falcons to
the playoffs.
3.Barry Bonds, the true MVP of
the WorldSeries. Went I-for-3with
a walk inGame7, dropping his OnBase Percentage to .700 for the seriesand everyoneasked"why didn't
you do more?" Bonds drew 13
walks, sevenofthem intentional,in
the series. He somehow managed
four homers in the 17 official at bats
he recorded. What more do you
want the man to do? If not for a
meltdown by the Giants pitching
staffthelast 12 inningsof the series,
theoriginal nameplate fortheMVP
trophy could have been saved.
Bonds truly created a new name
for himself withhis performance in
theseries. While many fans in baseball see him as everything wrong
with the game, Bonds seemingly
putall problems withhis teammates
behindhim and became the spearhead of the Giants' World Series
run. It's only too bad Dusty Baker
didn' t bringBonds in withthe game
on the line to close it out himself.
2.It took them 42 years,but after
oneof the great World Series battles
of the last 20 years, the Anaheim
Angels captured a MLB crown.
Garret Andersonripped a three run
doublein the thirdinning togive the
Angels their 4-1margin of victory.
RookiestarterJohn Lackeybecame
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the first rookie to win a Game 7 in
almost a century and closer Troy
Percival retired Kenny Lofton with
two on in the ninth to seal it for the

Halos.
After trailingGamesix 5-0going
to the bottomofthe seventh inning,
the Angels rallied for six runs over
two innings, highlighted by Scott
Spiezio's three-runhomeroffFelix
Rodriguez and series MVP Troy
Glaus' game winning two-run
double. Percival, who was 3-for-3
onsavechances in the series, and 9for-9 in the postseason,closed the
game for the Angels and took all
momentum away from the Giants
going into the decidinggame.
This had to be one of the most
exciting World Series' I've ever
watched.Last year's World Series
had the greatcomeback by the Dbacks to win in Game Seven. Yet
this series waspacked full ofdrama.
FromBonds' first swinginGame 1,
a homerunoff Jarrod Washburn, to
the epic 1 1-10 battleinGameTwo.
In all, four ofthe sevengames were
decided by one run.
1. Alreadyin the NFLdictionary
under"consistency,"EmmittSmith
decided to place himself atop the
rushing recordbooks with a typical
stumbling, diving 11-yard run into
eternity.With thecarry,Number22
passed the late Walter Payton for
the all-timerushinglead with 16,728
yards. Smilh's fourth quarter run
was nothingnew for the man everyone had doubted coming into the
league.With Payton's familywatching from the stands, and "Sweetness" lookingon from above,Smith
broke the record with a run typical
of his great career.
Smith finished with 109 yards on
24 carries, but theCowboys started
their celebration early,deciding to
throw the ball instead ofrun on the
league's worst run defenseand lost
to Seattle 17-14. Had the Cowboys
kept giving the ball to Smith as
they've done for the last 13 years,
they likely would have won the
game.
It seems hard to believe, but
Emmitt Smith is far from finished
in the NFL. Give him a healthy
offensive line (something theCowboys should puton their Christmas
wishlist this year)andhand himthe
ball 20 times and he's still capable
of 1,200 yards in a season.

Nate Zell is a freshman
journalism major. He can be
reached at zelln©seattleu. edu
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and Celts? Perhapsnot,but they founded the holiday and it wouldnot
w k w t wth tthem
the fifth century ©.C.0ct.31 marked the end of summer on the
Celtic calendar and the festival of §amhain inIreland. On this night.
theCelts believed thedeadspirits intermingled withthose of theliving
in search of a new body to po»B^s for the coming year, which they

%n

Jpl lILb tentnio^fyin^^l'httSainted
but there
never been textual
A|A

title, v

v

proof hat
has
§amhain wa» aCeltic deity at all.letalonelordof the
dizad. <§araha/n was simply the name of the festival
marking the end of harvest season and the beginning of winter.
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©ay-also known as,fl11 Hallows©ay-on Nov. 1. fill
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H
either,
into He
because he made the ©evil angry. He was told to
Wand rth arthinst ad,butth,waywaS darkandheaskedthe^vil
Jor a light lt WM giVjsn to hini> and hp plac(2d lt |n a turnipjo k^p it
Ba^ from extinguishments by wind or rain.
for TOang y^arB a iit turniP waB used to scare away spirits since it
was supposedly the image of thedamned soul ofJack. When theIrish
came to America, turnips were hard to come by, but pumpkins were
abound, so the custom changed to lighting pumpkins instead.

.

theCeltic tradition, though two theories explains their

motivationfordressingup. OnetheorystatestheCelts
tf^i^^»
mix
theghouls they feared in an
\fwKfi indressedlike
*
sP
and avoid demonic persecution.
J'lmA with theory
| ■-ty'm^TjJ
explains that they dressed frightfully

*?

century to counteract thepagan (Celtic) new
year celebration.This is the day on which Catholics,
.
honor all °J thjZ amts

Qg

*
'

attempt to

th(2

in an attempt to actually scareaway thedemons roamingtheearththat
night, either way. this is where our modern tradition of dressing as

ghosts and goblins on Halloween comes from.

'

"It's

from
literature of this holiday
t#^
theGreatPumpkin.Charliefirown'toßobertSurn's
"Halloween."Other stories do not take place
<£» lR poem.
onthedateitself.butareusually associated withthe
proliferates,

irit

-^-

'

holiday becauseof theirspookiness. Oneof theseis
Washington Irving's "Joegend of Sleepy Hollow."
which tells the tale of lehabod Crane's encounter on a dark night with

c jSt.

the HeadlessHorsemen.

B

or-treatingcomesfrom.Oneviewpointisthatiteamefrom
a tradition of fill foul's ©ay (Nov. 2) in the ninth century
fl.f).early Christianswent door-to-door and even village\
to-village on this day asking for "soul cakes" from their
neighbors. §oul cakes were square bread with currents bakedinside.
The more soul cakes the travelers collected, the more prayers they
promised to offer on behalf of thedeadrelatives of the cakes' donors.
It is easy to see how thisprayer traditioncould have evolved into the
distribution of sweets that occurs today.
Another viewpoint is that sweets and snacks were given as
offerings to the spirits roaming the night in an attempt to keep them
happy and therefore away from the good people of the living world.

1\/^^

ur
Our modem celebration of Halloween comes from
religious practices.
thi2 anci{mt G^ltie and
Because of many misconceptions surrounding the
holiday, a division exists between Christians today as
|to whether it should be celebrated at all.Contributing
|
to this strife is the taking of Halloween by many pagan
groups,cults,andSatanists asa celebratory day.However,Halloween
is safe for even the most conservative to celebrate with a clear
conscienceif done in theright spirit.Havea good time and laugh, for
<§atan hates to bemocked. Happy Halloweenl
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Harlssa Cruz
S\aff Reporter

t*ajor who lives on
BeMarwfne Ha(('s third floor,

kinds of stories and
urban (emends afrout ghosts
ar>4 spirits haun*inf+he

thins*

a dorw,
it's perfectly cowwon to

When you (We in

hear

lltiallows

flllliaints

Nov.l.flll

glVinthe

feltic)new

Catholic*

They say (and Ihave actually experienced it) that a

bui(dins you (We in.
But how do you explain
the unexp(ained when you
experience it for rea(?

ghost's
footsteps can be heard runnTn^ up and down the ha((
at any
ti^e of the
day» but wafnly in the quiet

"/ don't (ike soins down
there by myself* frut it even
happens when there's wore
than one person aroundi"
says Melissa Camay of
Bellarwlne tfalt second floor.

freshman

dents have saU"*ha* in the
wee hours of the ni^ht,
they have heard the telltale
footsteps of the
run'
op
hall,
and down the
nins
bu* when they have opened
*he'tr doors to tafre a *>eefc,
there's no one there. Sor*e
are skep*ica( and specu(a+e
that the runnins is coding
froiv> the floor above. But
for those who live on and
vfsit the second floor and
have experienced this unexP(ained wystery, they are
sure that the forces of the
supernatura( are surely
at*ong us.

is not alone.
As a fourth floor resident
wyselfj / have been down
there» and it is a creepy
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For those of us still among the living, the existence
of ghosts is one of the immortal questions of the ages.
Nobody knows for sure whether they exist or not.
But that doesn't stop ghosts for being blamed for
unexplainable, odd or otherwise eerie occurrences.
Our own Campion Tower has its own urban legends
of specters and it is not for this author to say whether
they are true. But stories do exist.
"The very first month of school, we would notice
after we would leave the room with the door closed,
when we came back fjve minutes |ater the 4oor
would be slightly ajar," Caroline Park, a junior
nursing major, said of her ghostly experiences last
Campion's ninth flopf.
She and her roommate thought at first that maybe
they hadn't closed the door, but after it kept
happening, they started to think that maybe a ghostly

L

4-

*

know what was going on," Park said,
Their suspicions were bolstered after they had
similar experiences with the lights mysteriously
turning on while they were gone,
"1 would turn off the lights, go down the hall, and
when 1 came back, they were on," she added.
On two separate occasions the roommates came
home to find their room illuminated at the will of a
presence that wasn't their own.
It wasn't long after that the duo enlisted the help of
tnejr f|oor mocjerator. Armed with holy water and
what Park described as some leafy herbs, the room
was blessed by Fr. Venker. Park admits it may have
been self-fulfilling prophesy, but truth be told, the
events ceased after the visit by Venker.
"We like to say we had a ghost, but we don't
know."
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The Donnas spice up Rock's Not Dead:
Just Waiting
night in "Dirty Denim"
to Cash in
12

Girls and Your Enemies Friends,
and the sheer anticipation of The
It has been said that one of the Donnas. .1couldn't have imagined
highest honors you can give to the the intensity of a packed venue all
members of a punk, emo, or rock chanting "Donnas! Donnas!
band is asking them to
sign your shoes. It honors thebandmembersbecause your feet are what

your freakin' socks off with their
power punch packing vocals and
instrumentals. In an hour longset
and a two songencore,TheDonnas
played favorites like "Skintight",

ihc Campfire They're sassy, cute, and will rock

Frombeginningto end,thecrowd
cheeredand jumped up and
down tothe beatofeachsong,
and when it's all over, fans
waited outside for The

Marissa Cruz

Staff Reporter

.

on Its Trust

Fund

Strokes are only rock androll.And
sure, Ilike them.
But that's the problem they're
Hector
Herrera
only
rock and roll.And Ihate that.
Columnist
Staff
hold you up, and your
When Is This It came out lastyear,
the
Paramount
played
The
Strokes
shoes are what protect
Theater Oct. 21, as a stop in their I waited and waited. I did not bethem; askingbandmemnationwide
tour with Canadian lieve for a second that The Strokes
bers, to sign your shoes
power-poppers,
Sloan. And al- could live up to the hype, and I
says to them, "You are
though
to go to shows didn't want to spend my starving
my
job
it
is
my support, and you
likethis and report on them to you college student money on disapcany me wherever Iwant
fine Spectator readers, Idid not pointing music. Iended up getting
togo."Often, theseshoes
actually
go to this show. And Iwill the album on sale at Circuit City
are Converse Allslar
why.
It is because Idonot around Christmas, and it was worth
tell you
Chuck Taylors, more
Strokes.
Sloan is cool. I it. It's a pop trifle that's been a
like the
commonly known as
no
with
Sloan. Sloan consistent standby at my apartment
problem
have
"chucks" because they
But whenever we'reintheneedforparty
deserves
more
presscoverage.
are an important staple
like
the
music.But not much else.The press
Ido
not
Strokes.
in a rocker's wardrobe.
put too much emphasis on their
t
know
the
Strokes
you
If
don'
who
If Ihadhad the opportuare by now, they are a New York image andtheirinfluences andbuilt
nity,Iwould have honCity
five piece who gained an in- up a wall between the stone-cool
ored all the bands last
sane
amount of hype overseas for New Yorkers and their slavering
Saturday night on Oct.
Modern Age," audience.By theway,someofthese
theirfirstsingle.'The
26, but most ofallIwould
album,
and debut
Is This It. They kids are loaded, the singer's dad
have and didhonor The
thenreleasedtheirdebut in America runs a modeling agency, and the
MARISSA CRUZ/STAFF REPORTER
Donnas, by asking them
wherethey capitalizedontheir rock dad of one of the guitarists wrote
to sign my chucks.
Donna's C,A andFbelt outmelodiesfrom their recentlyreleased album. Spend the Night.
—
stargood looks which is tosay,as theJulioIglesiasAVillieNelson duet
The Donnas, headlir
"DoYou Wanna HitIt"and"You' ye rock starsthey'regood looking,but "To All the Girls I've Loved Being the show at Gracelanaon Satur- Donnas!"
peoplethey're stillpretty fore." Oh yeah, that's what Icall
day,played an amazing show filled
But somehow, they brought the Got a Crush on Me", and songs as normal
—
theircatchytunes to help musical roots. Some of them met
and
ugly
with songs old and new. ThoughI energy level up even higher when from their new album, Spend the
reignite
some
kind of "garage rock while in a Swiss boarding school.
You",
Night:
"Dirty
thoughttheenergylevel wasas high they madetheirway to the stageand
"Who Invited
began
Up."
as it couldbe fromthe twooutstandto play their first song. Denim" and "All Messed
ing

opening bunds,

—

Donnas to come out to their
tour bus inhopesofcon versing with them and asking
them to sign
— variousarticles

'

'

of clothing includinga guy
who asked them to sign his
tighty-whiteys. And let me
tell you,TheDonnasaredefinitelyas nice as theyare cute.
They are as appreciative of
their fans as they were on
day one when they formed
their band back in junior
high, in Palo Alto, CA. If
youever get thechance, definitely see The Donnas live,
it's well worth it.

Donna A shakin her rump and singin hersong like it am 't no elsesbusiness.

1. Excitement
2.Press Freedom
3. Your name inprint
4. Work with a great*bunch of folks
5. Extra cash
6. Beneficial work experience/impressive portfolio

"They are not going to
save the world, they will not
save rock, and they will not
change people's lives."
revival" that kids today seem to be This evidence makes their scrubby
buzzing about. And then one, or wardrobe and downtown attitude
two, or maybe all of them starting look like a forced, elaborate inside
datingWinona Ryder. Ithink. Isn't joke at theexpense ofthe unwashed
that therule? Band gets big, band masses.
meets girl, band loses all musical
Let'sget this straight-they are not
utterly
going
to save the world, they will
credibility and becomes
not save rock, and they will not
lame, band loses girl.
Spectator,
But here at the
it's the change people's lives.
its
own
matters,
music that
and in
And if theydid, those livesprobright,Is ThisIt is a verycapable take ably were in a desperate need for
on 70' s New York punk and new change anyway.
The underlying problem Ihave
wave.Even though it isgrounded in
the influential vibes of Velvet Un- with this band is their too-cool-forderground, Blondie, Television, school attitude that they probably
etc., The Strokes put inenough en- borrowed from MikeDamone from
ergy to give their stuff a kind of "Fast Times at Ridgemont High."
sweaty immediacy. Guitarists Tobe a real bandthatreaches out to
Albert Hammond Jr. and Nick people, you have to mix the unatValensi, exchange jangly guitar tainable withthe personaland alterlines. Bassist Nikolai Fraiture and natelyreveal andmystify .The greatdrummer Fab Moretti have a slick, est bands and singers did it almost
tight rhythm section. Julian habitually.
ThinkofElvispossibly thecoolest
Casablancas growls and yelps all
oversomecatchy melodies. Is This human being ever, Elvis was an
It is a compact listen, clockingin at enigmaoffstage and amaniac showman on stage and screen. Meanaround 30 minutes.
There is only one boring mo-

The Spectator is looking for intellectually starved individuals to serve as Cover,
Features and On-Line Editor for Seattle University's #1weekly publication.
If you are interestedin coming abroad or have any question,
call Nicole, Austin andScan at (206) 296-6470.
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ment, the throwaway "Trying your
Luck." The rest of the tracks get
back to the sex,drugs, and rock and

while, over at the Paramount on
Monday thatmuch can'tbesaidfor

The Strokes.
Haveyouseen the video for"Last
just
roll basics. Is This It is
that: Nite" Did you want to watch that
a
whole
video for 40 minutes with no enbasic rock androll and not
phrase
else.To
borrow
a
lot
from core? And did you want toshell out
phase
trivial
70's
of 32 big ones for it.
artistically
the
Even for Sloan?
the Rolling Stones' career, The

Arts andEntertainment
Sugarcult stops to play in the 'rain' Professor

13

Popular California rock band wows Showbox crowd

Laxa
Reporter
Staff
There'salways that periodoftime
in a band's career: a period when
theyare justbecoming well-known,
yet not enoughso that you'dhave to
fight your way past a bunch of
screaming girls just to catch a
glimpse of them. Both fans and
musiciansrelish thisperiodin which
the shows are at smallervenues and
the fans and bands can interact in a
safe and personalcontext.Sugarcult
is a band that is well into this wonderful periodand is enjoyingevery
single bit of it.
On Tuesday,Oct. 29"', Sugarcult
did a "penny pincher" show for
Abby

Seattle's 107.7 TheEnd radio station.Listeners whosignup forendmail are sent an invitation that will
allow themselvesand one guest into
a show for only $1.07. The End
usually chooses an up-and-coming
band, such as Sugarcult, as well as

that "culturally, it's fun
here...size is right, bigger
than Santa Barbara, much
smaller than L.A."
In the pastcoupleof years,
Sugarculthasbeenconstantly
on the road promoting their
album StartStatic. They've
probablyspent more time on
highways than in theirhometown Santa Barbara. Life on
the road definitelyhas itsups
and downs. However, the
'
guys saythatthey yeadapted
well toit and enjoybeing out
on the road doing what they
love the most. Marko explained, "To be perfectly
Photocourtesy of Becky neiman Ultimatum Music
honest, Idon't remember
Ben, Tim ,Marko, and Airin are showing their pearly whites.
what life off the road is
The whole show was amazing
like. .This isnormal andeverybody Sugar Cult.
to
a
vast
and
included songs from their curSugarcultlistens
range
doing
home
at
5:35
who comes
is
something weird." Timreplied that of music. Elvis Costello is a large rent album Start Static and their
life on theroadis good,just "not as influence ontheband'smusic.They olderalbum called Wrap Me Up in
goodas eatingoutof yourrefrigera- alsolike togoback andlistentoa lot Plastic, which is only available at
of the music they used to shows and on-line.They alsoplayed
listen to when they were covers ofElvisCostello's"No Acyounger. The band's musi- tion" and The Ramones' "I Wanna
cal taste is very diverse. be Sedated". Sugarcultplayed with
Marko explains that "by lis- a lot of stage energy and got the
tening to a diverse style of crowdjumping and singing along.
music, you're asserting
Theguys fromSugarcult aregreat.
yourself that you love mu- They're really into their fans and
sic". They also listen toa lot arevery fun.The interviewfelt more
of their friends' bands and like hanging out with old friends.
Marko wanted to share a pickup

.

Superdrag.
Overall,

"The least
sic we listen
to is music
Abby Laxa/Staff photographer

that sounds

Airin and Tim are thinking hard andsinging away.
a local band, in this case, Instant tor at home."
Winner. Sugarcult's single, "Pretty
Sugarcult has been a band for
Girl", had been at the top of The fouryears.Markoexplains theband
End's People's Choicecountdown relationshipasa"familystyle chemistry."Airin adds,"Ben andTim are
for weeks ;>nd weeks.
members,
TimPagnotta the parents, he's (Marko) the big
Sugarcult
(vocals,guitar),Marko 72 (Guitar), brother,and I'mthe baby brother."
Airin(bass, vocals), andBenDavis Sugarcult has a relationship with
(drums, vocals), were all very ex- each other much closer than just
cited to be playingin Seattle.Half- friends or band mates. How did
way into their set, Marko shouted, they come up with the name
"Would you guys mind if wemove Sugarcult? Airin explains, "Tim
to Seattle? I think we're going to livedacross thehallfrom a group of
move to Seattle!" Ben explained lesbians that called themselves the
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day, 25 people already lined up outside of The

falls in
Disgrace

Ron hunter
Staff Reporter
In a country where Laundromats
are so far and few between, it's a
wonder that South African writers
must air their laundry in the backyards of global readers.
Hallstartedon thecampus of one
of South Africa's most prestigious
colleges, the University of Cape
Town. The central character, Professor David Lurie, is a Communications teacher. He teaches Romancepoetry. Professor Luire isin
his earlyfifties. He has a bohemian
personality and two failed marriages.Luire now finds himself reduced to sleeping with prostitutes
and students.
The novel moves quite fast. The
college learns of an affairhe'sbeen
having with a student a quid-proquo sex forgrades. The university
is left with no choice but to terminate him. Embarrassed, he takes a
long road trip to visit his daughter.
Despite his looselifestyle,David
believes in a reasonable distance
between black and white. But he
finds his daughter, his own blood,
quite the oppositeshe embracesracial integration.
While visiting her in the, quiet
country and grappling withhow to
break the news of his careless termination, acrime occurs thatleaves
Ihembothnear dead. U' s Vhe usua\
SouthAfricancrime:blackon white

violence.
His daughter is gang raped in the
attack and becomes pregnant.
David, unaware of her desire to
have a child of her own, grows
perplexed with her acceptance of

the crime.
Thedrive to hisdaughter's home
is wherethe story's passages begin
to take shape,and thenovel starts to
developintothecommonSouth African narrative separation, generationaldifferences andreconciliation. The story shifts from a universal theme to a more traditional
African theme, which better serves

Showbox, down on
First Aye. When the
guys pulledup later
that afternoon, they
were surprised to
find a line of anxious fans waitingin
a local audience.
the cold rain.
Make no mistake this is quite a
They spent some
riveting and engaging narrative.
time out talking to
J.M.Coetzee does a fabulousjobof
themand signingaubringing
life to the philosophical
abby laxa/Staff photographer
tographs. Tim said,
differences;
his readers wouldhave
GuitaristMarko is strumming his guitar while
"I wanted to see ifI
accepted
nothing
less. It is known
looking damn good.
could shake every
that this is whereCoetzeedrawshis
kid's hand, and go
strength. And it is here his work
all the way down." Sugarcult was line for everyone to try; Drops a merits close reading.
blown awayby thecrowd.Through- packet of sugar. "Excuse me. 1
Two-time winner of Britain's
out the show, Timthanked the fans
think you dropped your nametag." Booker Prize and the Commonfor coming out andsupporting them. In the spirit of thisHalloweenissue, wealth Writers Prize, he has also
At the end of their show, the Tim tells us that the scariest thing claimed Israel'sprestigious Jerusacrowd chanted "One more song!" he's everseen was "When Iwas in lemPrize. He is the author of 12
over and over again. Their request the 9th grade, the first time Isaw my previous books, nine nonfictions
was granted when a very surprised wee-wee ejaculate."
and three essays.
Sugarcult will be on tour for the
Sugarcult went back onstage. Tim
His many works are a compilatold the crowd, "We never had an next seven toeight weeks with The tion of sophisticated and intellecencore."
Ataris doing shows all over the tual insights on the legacy of apartStates, and two shows in heid and post-apartheid. Disgrace
are
for
bands
like
United
"Encores
U2
and Metallica," Marko added. The Canada. They havealso just signed is his ninth novel.
encore was so unexpected for the a deal with Epitaph and are expectSince his first novel Dusklancl
bandthatthey had to ask the fans in ing to tour Europe.
which debuted in 1974, Coetzee
Sugarcult willbegin recordinga has given his readers a new novel
theaudience topass back the guitar
picks and drumsticks that they had new albumthisMarch and it expect every three and a half years.
just thrown out into the crowd so it to be out by the end of the sumCoetzee's success as a writer,
that they could play their last song. mer.
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Jackass the movie will make you want to
upchuck your dinner and keep watching
of the gang in a giant shopping cart
Jackass, which started as a joke being flung into
idea from Big Brother Skateboard fruit. The opening
Magazine and CKY video, has credits are the tamturned into a cult phenomenon of estpointinthe film,
sorts. The show became a huge hit, as thereel spins the
and now the jackass boys are mak- moviegetsprogresing arun to the big screen in "Jack- sively worse in
ass The Movie." While "Jackass taste. The movie is
the movie" doesn't add anything structured much
new to the Jackass formula,it does like an episode of
take full advantage of its R rating. Jackass; it is a colWhile themovie holds many re- lection of stunts,
semblances to the TV show, it is pranks, oddities,
much more extreme. Gone are the and goofing off.
blurry censors we see on MTV. Many of the
Instead we seea little too much of sketches aresimply
the Jackass boys. The gross out 30 seconds in
stunts also don't cut awayas much length, while othandinsteadgive youthe actioninan ers are upwards of
upclose and personal manner.The 5 minutes or more. The boys of Jackass are wheeling their way down the road.
movieseems tobe exactly whatthe The Jackass gang
producers wanted the TV experi- has come up withsome absolutely stunts. In Jackass style, the wantyour daughterto talk too. .and
ence to be, but nevercould achieve disgustingyet hilarious bits forthe cameramen's misfortune becomes it works! The guys act natural and
open on film, despite being on the
film. Ihaven't laughed harder at another scene in the movie.
forobvious reasons.
any movie
Despitebeing grotesque at times, big screen and semi-nude. One
this year, themoviealso has genuinely funny would almost be tempted to call
nor been scenes. Who would have thought Johnny Knoxville charming.
Ihighly recommend this film to
more dis- that panda suits in Japan or a blow
out stunts
gusted by horn on a golf course could be so anybody whoevenremotelyenjoys
funny? One sequence has Johnny the TV series.It takes theTV show
cut
as
Knoxville renting a car and then tolevelsbeyondyour wildestnighttakingit toadestruction derby.Need- mares. The movie is hysterical and
Rumor was less to say, Johnny losesand the car will have you in stitches for all 90
that during is wrecked! Hilarity ensues when minutes. Despitebeing a hilarious
an
test screens Johnny returns the car to the car people with weak stomachs should
rental.These typesof expensiveand stay away. If you are unsure, try
manner.
non grotesquepranks make heartof seeingthemovie withsomeone who
Michael Qurioz
Staff Reporter

.

*

The gross
also
don't
away much and
instead give you the action
in up close and personal

the film.
Majorkudos must be given to the
the film. As Jackass boys. While watching the
Themovieopens with apurposely you watchcertain partsofthe film, movie,you simply want tojoin them
corny/epicintroduction to the stars, you quickly learn why. In fact, in the stunts andhave fun. The boys
Johnny Knoxville, Bam Margera, some of the cameramen shooting arenow moviestars, butstill act like
Chris Pontius,Steve-O and the rest the film got sick while filming the the crazy boy next dooryou never

~~

bers vomited during

Punch-Drunk Love:
A puzzling love story ends in happiness
Michael Quiroz
Staff Reporter

When it was first announced that
P.T. Anderson, director of Boogie
Nights and Magnolia, would give
AdamSandier achance tostar inhis
next film, the movie world was
shocked, yet strangely intrigued.
The unlikelyduohave produced an
unlikely romantic comedy. While
PunchDrunk Love is not for everyone, it is the mostoriginal romantic
comedy tocome out of Hollywood
in years.

Themovie stars Adam Sandieras
Barry Egan, a mentally unstable
plunger manufacturer. Sandler's
mental problemsquickly surface in
the film. Anderson magnificently
displays Sandier as a oddball that
the audience cares deeply about.
The mental stability of Sandier is
very much presentedin a dark comedic fashion so as not to scare

While the storyfollows thebasic
premise of any stereotypical romanticcomedysuchas SweetHome
Alabama, Punch Drunk Love surpasses and impresses with its direction. Anderson does an amazing job of making the viewer feel
likethey were fallinginlove. Color
plays akey roleinthis feeling. The
color blue is the colorof love in
Punch Drunk Love. Such as the
bluelens flareand blue makeup.If
one comes to the film withan open
mind, they will leave filled with
images of love.
While the story anddirecting are
good enough reasons tosee Punch

a depressive, violentand confused,
plungermaker. Inspiteofall that,he
still remains a lovablecharacterthat
the audience will sympathize with.
Sandier has proved himself as an
actor, and we should be so lucky to
see more performances like this in
the future.
Ihighly recommend this film,
though withsomereservations. It is
a demonic love story that takes
awhile to get into. The directionis
near perfect, and the symbolism is
like watching a second movie.
Ifyou want a mindless filmfull of
enjoyment or ifyou were expecting
the next Adam Sandier slapstick
comedy, wait until 8 CrazyNights
comes out next month. But if you
love tolookat a film as a whole,you
will be in heaven. This film is a
movieloversdream.Expect this film
to pick up steam once itis released

Drunk Love, AdamSandier is the
true star. Forget every Adam
Sandier film you have ever seen,
cause this is where Sandler's true
resumebegins. Sandlercouldhave
easilyplayedthe mentallyunstable
plungermaker as an obnoxious nation wide later this month and
viewers away.
exocentric loon. Instead Sandier when theaward seasonstarts. Punch
Sandier quickly meets up with tookthe more difficult taskof play- Drunk Love is currently playing in
Lena Leonard played wonderfully ing the character as realistically as limitedrelease.
Punch-Drunk Love is Currently
by EmilyWatson. 'The twoquickly possible. The resultis an amazing
at Meridian-16 theater.
playing
fall in love, and a twists yet cute performance that raises Sandler's
love story unfolds with many twist value as an actor.
and turns.
Sandier transforms himselfinto
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success:Coetzee
as a writer
from page 13

however,is primarily accredited

to his two booksLifeand Times

of

Michael Kand Waitingfor the Barbarian.Thesetwobookshaveseparated him from a gang of South
African writers, including that
country's literary darling, Nadine
Gordimer. These two books might
havebroughtreaders torevisit many
of his previous works.
His ambivalence andhis twisted
responses toquestionsregardinghis
wirtings have created curiosity.
However,manyreaders are finding
that afternine novels, three collections of essays, and various academic work,Coetzee keeps repeating himself. He almostsounds like
a brokenrecord. Andhe'snotalone.
It appears thebulk ofSouth African writershavelost touch with the
global reader. Perpetual writing on
the social conditions of a writer's
backyard has its limits. Readers
want more than black and white
tension. Often, they write with
sweeping brilliance. Rian Malan
and Mark Mathabane are beautiful
writers,buttheyonly writeofapartheid.
South African writings bare aresemblance of many 2O'h Century
German narratives, which often
seemed to focus on the past two
wars. After some time, German
writers appearedsosimpleandonedimensional. This writing which
lastednearlya century should serves
as aparadigm toupcoming writers.

South Africa, weneed anew correspondence!Coetzee,pleasetake the
has already seenit so they can give lead.
Thereis nodoubtCoetzeeandhis
you fair warning. Overall,Jackass
is
ranwill someday find animpulse
funny,
grotesque,
gang
the movie
dom, cool, fun and a night well tobeginanew genre. Butuntil their
spent. Highly recommended with current passion has fizzled out, global readers are still likely to find
little reservation.
South African novels fashioned after their laundry.
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Spectator picks for the
ASSUFallElection
Todayis thefinal dayfor SeattleUniversity studentsto cast theirvote in the
ASSU Fall Elections. Below, we've chosen the ones we believe will serve
Seattle University the most efficiently.Students can view candidateprofiles
on-line at www.seattleu.edu/assuand vote at www.suonline.edu.
At-LargeRepresentative
1 SteveManos
2. Annie Lee
The Spectatorendorses: Annie Lee. Lee, a sophomorecommunications
andbusiness major, is the clear choice for At-Large Representative.From
working as an OrientationAdvisor and an employee at theCAC desk, Lee
alreadypossesses an intimate knowledgeof students' needs and concerns,
particularlyin the Student Center.Her goals include campaigning for lower
foodprices and expanded food servicehours within the building,as wellas
opening up students' ability to poster more in the center when advertising
campus events or clubs. Her open-minded philosophy and willingness to
encourage all students to participate in campus issues will complement
student government.
Transfer Representative
1. Mary Slavkovsky
2. Maria Villa
TheSpectator endorses:Maria Villa.As a junior transfer student majoringinbusiness, Villacomes to SU afterservingasPresidentofthe Associated
StudentsofBellevueCommunity College.There,alongsidefellow students,
Villaconfrontedtheuniversity's decision toadda print monitoringsystem in
its computer labs, whichlikely wouldleadto charging students for printjobs.
Sound familiar?Villaalsoworkedto solve student parkingissues around the
BCC campus.Ifelected. Villa promises to seek latercollegiaoperatinghours
(most close at 6 p.m. Monday-Thursdayand 4 p.m. on Fridays) for transfer
students, andproposemore discountson Bon Appetit food.Her astoundingly
relevant experienceandmotivationto servetransfer andgeneralSU students
equally make Villa perfect for the job.
InternationalRepresentative
1. Bonnie Lav
2.Roger Sun
The Spectatorendorses:BonnieLav. Experience has lent Lav the skills
and professional tools needed to accomplish her extensivegoals. Her most
urgent projectis to providescholarshipsfor internationalstudentswho are not
allowed to work off campus or receive financial aid. Also, because most
internationalstudents commute to school, Lav has plannedto a way to ease
purking troubles and accommodating those who travel by bus with a pass
equivalent to theUPass. She is alsoeager to campaign against Pay-for-Print.
Her pastexperienceincludes EmergingTechnologyRepresentativeand Vice
Presidentof Finance andCommunicationsat BellevueCommunityCollege.
(Roger Sun could not bereachedat press time.)
FreshpersonRepresentative
1.Monica D. Martinez
2.Melissa Chin
TheSpectatorendorses:MelissaChin.Chin's focus lies working to lower
thecost ofon-campusfoodand assisting freshmen inthe transition tocampus.
But moreover, she fits the bill as a representative for ASSU because she is
committedtoincreasingstudent representationin administrativecommittees
like the Board of Trustees, and allowing students easier access to the
university budgetin an effort tosee their tuitionis beingspent wisely.

.
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snipers

Jean Wahlborg

Spectator Columnist

It allstarted with the "I loveSatan" bat. Some girls on my floor
decoratedourhallprofusely forHalloween.And I
meanprofusely: spider webs, leaves from

—
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♥—

style wordsin the hallway, paper bags with
faces, and even a

plethoraofBlair Witch
stick figures. None of
this bothered me. In
fact, it looked pretty
cool.
Then they added the
"Hellavator" signs with
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Druid celebration of the Lord of

two schools of thought. I read a

the Dead.

on
couple
articles
www.ChristianityToday.com in
defense of the holiday.
Ellie Lafuro wrote,"there are no
evil spirits inour pumpkins, nordo
they roam in my neighbor's black
cat.As for witchesandblack magic,
the Bible is clear. All Hallows Eve
ought to be a social, wholesome,
and yes, even joyful time. For our
family, it is."
Thisawareness came to herafter
years of not letting her kids eel-

According to Castle, not only is
Halloween an evil holiday, but
trick-or-treating is also a sacrilegious practice.
"The 'trick or treat'concept implies the threat of force and violence.To teach children such atticoncepts is completely
contrary to Christ," he wrote.

tudes and

So now Iwas completely confused. Is it or is it not right for a
Christian toobserveHalloween?It
seems to me that though it was
onceapagancel■h^^kb ebration, it is no

onger observed

/ don't think that dressing up as a
ghost or Martha Stewartfor
Halloween...constitutes Devil

the down arrow point-

issue.

University

Apparently religious types are of

outdoors, ransom-note

That was when it became a moral

Spectator
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—.
—
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Halloween or hollow eve?

ing "To Hell" and flamessurroundTheSpectator Editorial Board consists of Nicole Retana, ing the doors/This wasa bit more
Scan Reid, Austin Burton and JC Santos. Signed disturbing.However,Iletitgo. All
in good fun,right? Then Isaw the
COMMENTARIES REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT
bat. "I love Satan" was scrawled
NECESSARILY OF THE SPECTATOR, SEATTLE UNIVERSITY OR ITS across its belly, and it was smiling.
STUDENT BODY.

on trial

worship

n that way (at
eastnotby most

people). 1 don't
hink thatdressngupas a ghost
Martha
or

Stewart for Haloween and gong

to

your

friend's party
worship. In fact,
Devil
any
way,
ebrate Halloween in
until constitutes
one yearher kidscame tohercrying Satan hates for us to bejoyful.So
and saying they would be Chris- as longas wehave ahappyHallowtians for Halloween. "We know een full offun and laughter,weare
Satan is bad and we love Jesus, and not honoringhim.
However,Halloween can stillbe
I'm sure he'd walk around with us
and get candy if he was here," her seenas an evil holiday if observed
seven-year-old daughter pleaded. in the wrong vain.
Some, for example modern
Mother Lafuro realizedshe wasn't
being fair; soshelet herchildren go wickens, still use it as an excuse to
trick-or-treating from then on. Af- pay tribute to evil sprits. These
ter all,"they'reonly children," she people make some Christians rememberitonlyas Satan's holiday,
says.
contributor,
Anderson
though very few celebrate it in that
Another
Rearick, added that as long as we spirit these days.
keep Halloween light-hearted and
Which bringsme back to thebat.
fun, we are going against Satan, I'm all for celebratingHalloween,
who cannot stand to bemocked.
though a little cautiously, as long
These defenses comforted me as it doesn't promote theholiday's
somewhat, so thatI
could lookback evil past.
Imade my own passive-aggreson my childhood years without
worrying of damnation. However, sive personal vendetta against the
for everyChristian in support there bat by covering it with stickers so
that it was illegible. They were
was one against.
not
an
or
"It is
innocent 'trick
often removed only hours after
treat' adventure in costumes that placement,butat leastIfelt like my
children and some parents love. It statement has been made. "Ilove
has rootsand overtonesofSatanism Satan" is not welcomein our modand devil worship," according to ern day Halloween.
of
Castle
Daniel

Sure,I
wasraisedcelebratingHalloween. Iused todressupas a little
witchand go trick-or-treating.Iwas
asugar-holic practicallysince birth,
alwaysbeggedmy parentstogo
soI
justone moreblock. When I'deventually get home, I'd actually sort
out all my candy by type. That was
the highlight of the evening: the
inventory.The wholeholidayto me
seemed harmless.
Consequently, I've never had a
problemwithHalloween,until now.
Dressing up in costumes and stuffing one's face with candy is one
thing,promoting worship of Satan
is quite another. That bat got me
questioning whether, as aGod-loving Christian,Ishouldbe celebrating Halloween at all.Ineededmore
information.
So Iturn to the Internet. Iput
"Halloween and Christianity" into www.bibletruths.org. He goes on Jean Wahlborg is a junior
the MSN search and became more toexplainthe historyofHalloween, English major. Contact her at
confused than everby what Ifound. whichis rooted inPaganism and the wahlboj@seattleu.edu
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SU off target in taking a club's resources
fresh gunpowder saves a lot of risk of accidents. Additionally,the
that the guns, which are Seattle moneybecause the Marksmanship Marksmanship Club hasn'thad an
University property, will be tam- Club firesbetween7,000 and 10,000 accident in its 20-year existence.
pered with. It is an ordeal for an shots a year.Is this practice danger- That's approximately 200,000shots
fired withno mishaps.
authorizedperson toget at themand ous? Not really.
One certainlycan't say that the
Gunpowder is a propellant, not
nearly impossible for anyone else.
Thearmory also increased safety an explosive. It is safer than gaso- Marksmanship Club is against Sein another way.When the club was line, which is used in the chemistry attle University's Catholic ideals.
founded,an arrangementwas made lab by many chemistry students. The club has no hunting activities
for students to store their firearms However,in the Oct. 3 issue of the and only fires at bulls eye targets;
Spectator, President Sundborg no human oranimal shaped targets
in the armory as well.
are allowed. The sanctity of life is
Where are all the guns stored
respected,
even on paper.
now?Certainlyit wouldbe difficult
Catholic
ChurchevenrecogThe
to find a place as secure as the SU
nizes
saints
patron
of shooting.St.
armory,and the approximately 28
Gabriel Possenti, for example, is
University-owned firearms are difthe patron saint of pistol shooting.
ficult to store in one place.
was given the honorbecause he
He
University
The location of the
scaredoff a group of highway banownedgunsisundisclosedfor safety
dits and would-be rapists by shootreasons, but where are the student
ing a lizardthat wasrunning across
ownedfirearms?
the road,impressing andintimidatCampus policy forbids students
ing
them with his marksmanship.
to keep guns in dorm rooms and
In addition, the majority of the
campusapartments.But withoutthe
Marksmanship
Club is female, and
armory,it is much morelikely that
has
three
it
female officers. One
guns are being hidden under beds
say
easily
could
the Marksmanship
and in closets.
Club
contributes
to femaleempowThe removal of the armory has
erment,
something
that few on this
reloading
who
calledthe
room
"outdated
believed
left some students
object
would
to.
campus
had
a
to
store
the
and
anachronistic."
place
they
that
Icannot believe that safety meaTheclub is registered as a colleguns suddenly without a place for
them, perhaps leaving their resi- sures and cost efficiency are out- giate club with the NRA, theWashdence as the only storage option. dated or out of place in today's ington StateRifle and Pistol Association,and the CivilianMarksmanAccidents are far more likely to world.
The club also practices safety in ship Program (a federal organizahappen when firearms are stored in
insecure places such as a bedroom. its shooting. All members must go tion).
The club has done everything
Theremoval ofthe armoryis not a through a safety lecture on their
are
how
to
use
taught
appropriately
and safely.
move towards safety; it is a move first shootand
reallybefundproblem
Couldthe
properly.
a gun
Shooters unfamiliar
away from it.
have
Not
ing?
likely.
high
a
caliberguns,
which
reloading
The
with
room alsoserved
The club has neverhadproblems
usefulpurpose;it wasahuge money alargekick back, canhave onlyone
saver. Reloading old casings with bulletloadedat atime, so thereis no getting funding fromASSUandhas
two gun lockers. There wasno fear

Jennifer Dinning

Spectator Columnist
The MarksmanshipClubhasbeen
a partofthe Seattle Universitycommunity since 1983.Since its inception, theclub has had an armoryand
a reloading room on campus. Re-

cently,thesecampusresources have
been taken away.Why?
It has been made clear to me that
safety certainly was not an issue
withthearmoryandreloadingroom.
To enter the armory,one of three

—

officials theonlypeople whowere
—
able to unlock the room would
call campus security,identifythemselves, thetime they wouldarrive at
the armory, and how long they
would be there.
Next,theyhadtoswipetheircampus card at theConnolly Center(the
location ofthe armoryafterremodelingoftheold StudentUnionBuilding began).
From there thepersonhad to pass
a key-locked door, thenenter a personal security code to unlock another door. The code system runs
through campus security, so they
can match the personal code with

the phone call.

Then, another door with another

key, and two separatekeys for the

Where are all the
guns stored now?
Certainly it would
be difficult to find
a place as secure
as the SU armory.

been treatedfairly upuntil thispoint.
Most of its funding comes from
other sources. The NRA gives the
club grants,whichpay forthe guns,
among other things. Each member
pays a $35 yearly membership fee
that covers ammunitionand range
fees, or they can pay as they go for
individual activities. The club is

popular with approximately 30
members registeredforthe yearand
over 60 who pay as they go. The
reloadingroom and thearmorywere
set up years ago and are not a monetary issue. So why remove them

now?
Icannot say why the club's campus resources were suddenly removed,and it seems that noone else
can either.
Ican say, however,that Ibelieve
thedecision was hasty andunsound.
President Sundborg was once invited to come on a shoot with the
Marksmanship Club by an ASSU
finance committeemember, but he
curtly refused. It seems both prejudicial andimprudent to removethe
recourses of a club when you have
neverevenseenone ofits activities.
The Marksmanship Club is a safe
and valuable part of the Seattle
University Community and deservesthe respectthatallotherclubs
atSeattle University receive.Hopefully, in the name of fairness and
respect, the club'sresources willbe
restored.

Jennifer Dinning is a senior
humanities major. Contact her
at dinn/'n/@seatt/eu.edu

Sex ed scarce at streak supporting school
that talk with their parents about
sex, so when they have questions,
they don't have anyone to go to
except their friends. And if their
friends don't knowmuchabout sex,
whothen will they go to?
Ithink that the University should
set aside a week where we have
openforums, discussion groups,and
education booths dealing with sex.
In the 21slCenturynoone should be
uneducated whenit comes to sex.I
personally am somewhat educated
on the topic, but Idon't know all
there is to know. Iwould love togo
to a forum andhear what my fellow
classmatesand professors feelabout
this subject and what they have to
share.
Whenpeoplearedyingfrom sexually transmitted diseaseseveryyear

dom school and attend without
knowinganything abouttheschool.
too shy to go to the nearest drug Most applicants try to do some resupposed to search on the institution and get
store. Then wheream I
some facts and statistics. Maybe
go?
I'm not saying that there should even talk to a couple of people
be someonestandingoutside every about the school that they are interbuilding on campus passing them ested in. Most likely, the school
out, but it seems to me that this they're planning on going to will
school does not take thetime out to havea greatinfluence onthe restof
adequately equiptheirstudents with their lives, and they want to know
condoms or take the time to edu- as muchas possibleabouttheschool
cate theirstudents about safe sex.
before actually attending.
sex
Youcan say the same thing about
everyone
I'm sure
had education inhigh school,butlet's face it. sex.
It's important to know the facts
Timeshavedefinitely changedsince
then.Most ofus don'tlive with our about sex before taking such a big
parents so it's not their job to edu- plunge.Itcould cost youyour lifeif
cate us about the subject any more. youaren't aware about the ins and
We spend most of our time here, outs when it comes to this subject.
Manykids don't end up having
and Ithink the school should be
held to that responsibility to some
degree.I
do agree thatit's also up to
the students to educate themselves
as well. However, Ithink there
should be open forums about sex
on my boyfriend to always have
them, and maybeI'mthe type that's

Toni Sutton
Spectator Columnist
know everyoneknows
Okay, soI
about that ever so popular day in
May when girls and guys bare all
and run through the Quad at what
everyone on campus calls "The
Streak." Some students, and even
faculty and staff, come out and
watch the event. And many students, like myself, who are just
passing though campus, catch a
glimpse or two.
The streakhas been going on for
years, and faculty and staff support
thisunofficial annual event. That's
fine and dandy with me, but what I
can'tunderstand is how the school
supports this, but doesn't support
theidea of passing out condoms on
school grounds or evenpromoting
sexual education on campus.
Youcanrun aroundnaked once a
yearon school ground, but there' sa
no go onpassing out condoms.
I know I can go to the student
health center, get tested for STDs
and evenget birth control,but what
about condoms? Why can't Ireceivecondoms fromthehealth center or from anywhere else on campus for that matter? Ican't depend

for students.
Iknow this is Catholic-Jesuit institution, but I'm more than sure
thatnot everyone oncampusis practicing abstinence, or that everyone
on this campus knows everything
about sex.Just because you're not
having sex doesn't mean that you
shouldn't be educated on the sub-
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Sex is a very important subject,

and people shouldknow everything
there is to know about it. It's like
applying to college.
Youjust don'tapply tosomeran-
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and contracting different diseases
whethercurable orincurable, that's
when someone has to step back,
look at the big picture and say,
"Maybe if more people were educated about the subject thenmaybe
this wouldn'tbehappening."That's
just a thought.
We can't just sit back and make
sex out to be taboolike it was back
in the day. It's out there,and it will
remain out there, andIwouldrather
be informedand educated than tobe
in the dark and ignorant. Idon't
think whoeversaidignoranceisbliss
had the topic ofsexualeducation in
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Parent-child complex at root of sniper case

Michael Quiroz

Spectator Columnist
After 13 shootingsand 10 deaths
inthesniper shootingspree,it seems
asifthe menresponsible arebehind
bars.The term "men"is beingused
very loosely, because they are not
men .they arean animaland a boy.
While the questionof whodidthese
vicious acts is important,theharder
question is why?
Massmediaseems tohave preset
answers to "why" depending on
age. It seemsall teenagersandsubteenagers are directly influenced
by violencein themedia,especially
videogames. Case in point, in the
Columbine shootings, the game
Doom happened to be one of their

..

likely"aperson whohas playedtoo
many videogamesandis now playing his owngametrying toget a top
score. However, the culprits were
an unexpected duo; a 41-year-old
solider by the name of John Allen

favorite games and was then considered amajor contributing factor
to the cause of the tragedy. This
ideal went sofar thatvictim's families filed a lawsuit against every
major videogame publisher including the likes of Sega, Sony and
Nintendo.Thelawsuit claimed that
ifit werenot for violent videogame,
the Columbine tragedy could have
beenavoided. Thelawsuit was eventually thrown out.
The preset answer for an older
male is quite different. Russell E.
Weston Jr.stormed thecapital building killing 2 people in the fall of
2000. The immediate conclusion
was that he was a mentallyunstable
man who felt the government was
conspiring against him.To this day
he has not stood trial. No lawsuits
were filled against Nintendo, no
game footage shown on the 7
o'clock news.However,today these
stereotypes are beingchallenged.
It wasa question of great debate
about who the sniper(s) were. One
FBI profiler said that it was "most

Muhammad; and Lee Malvo a 17-

Jamaican,
who
-year-old
befriended.
So
the
Muhammad
question must be asked, whois to
blame now that we have stereotypes meeting in a mass murder
incident.
So what is the cause? The 41-year-old man'sbackground is very
similar to that ofTimothy McVeigh.
McVeigh was a Gulf War veteran
who was upset at the actions of the
US government, mainly those that
tookplace in Waco, Texason April
20, 1993. McVeigh felt that the
Davidian Complex was purposely
torchedby the US government,killing both women and children. He
also felt it was wrong for the government to restrict the Davidians
rights. Muhammad is also a Gulf
War veteranand recentlyconverted

toIslam.Like manyAmericansone
couldassume that he is upset at the

government's current foreignpolicy
actionsandnew laws restricting the
rights of some detainees. It seems
thatthis shootingspreeis hisway of
rebelling. But what about the kid?
Most questions about this shooting lie with this 17-year-old boy.
What reason did this boy have to
shoot random people? Was it
videogames,movies,booksorsome
otherformofmedia that influenced
Malvo to help kill, or even worse,
possibly killed some of the victims
himself? Ithink not. Ithink it was
something more powerful then any
videogameor moviecouldeverwish
to be to a child: his parents/guardians. Unlike what the media sugfeel the biggestinfluence on
gests,I
children are theirparents/guardians
or other key figures. It is my hope
that this case,as tragic as itis,canbe
used to show the physiological effects a mentor has over an impressionable mind. Malvo was spending timewith a "warhero" who was

tellinghimitis ok tokill people.Do
you think the kid would call his
"mentor" wrong?It is time for parents and

the media alike to realize

how big an influence parenting, or
lack of parenting is to our children.
Had someone raised Malvo right,
andtoldhim thatkilling is wrong
and death is not something to take
—
lightly maybe Malvo could have

—

stopped this whole tragedy before
it began.This kid wasa tool,and it
is time for the world to realize that
if you don't teach your kids good
values, thensomeoneelse will teach
them, and who knows where that
can lead.
Hopefully, we can learn from
this tragedy, and that a better understanding as to why young kids
kill can be learned. Parents should
look at this case, and use as an
example of the value of life and
what is right and what is wrong.

Michael Ouiroz is a freshman
computersciencemajor. Contact
him atquirozm1©seattleu. edu

Letters to the Editor:
invaded and imposed economic
sanctions..." Now Idon't mean to
sound sarcastic but didn't Iraq first
invade Kuwait, andisn'tthatapretty
big detail to leave out?
Dear Editor,
Mr. Wesley criticizes our use of
Inlastweek'sSpectatorCharles
Wesley wrote an article entitled, sanctions yet at the same time op"U.S. foreignpolicycauses trouble poseswar.Are weto assumethathe
is in favor of complete inaction?
abroad". Inthe article Mr. Wesley
than
usual
We have seen what inaction got us
paint
a softer
attempts to
imageofSaddamHussein, excuses with the Clinton administration,
Iraq from much of any account- which saw the unanswered bombability for their current situation, ing of the WTC (the first) andUSS
and places all of theblame on the Cole,and four years without weapWest. WhileMr. Wesley has very onsinspectors inIraq.Thisinaction
good motives for his article, it allowed Al Queda and Saddam to
seems that he left out some key grow stronger and arguably condetails indeveloping his argument tributed to Al Queda's ability to
and then followed up with some carry out the destruction of the
faulty conclusions.
WTC. We can only imagine what
Of the details that Mr. Wesley Saddam has had time to do. The
seemed to leave out areones con- fact remains that Saddam has a
cerning the softer side ofSaddam choice to comply with something
and his popularity among Iraqis. he agreed to when he lost the Gulf
He certainly never mentionedthat War and allow weapons inspectors
Saddam has beengivingmoney to into hiscountry Because ithas been
the families of Palestinian suicide four years since weapons inspecbombers, inhopes of encouraging tors were inIraq,itis reasonable for
more terror. He argues that Iraqis us tocall forunfettered inspections,
are opposed to US intervention including "sensitive areas" which
becausewhen theyareinterviewed can be up to 36 square miles. To
by Western reporters "about re- dictate one's foreignpolicyaround
moving him [Saddam], they are what willangerterrorists, or topreadamantly against it". What he suppose that one knows what andidn't include is the fact that all gers terrorists is absurd. Nobody
Western reporters have to be ac- wants to go to war, butif Saddam
companied by govemmentally ap- does not comply then for our own
pointedofficials who monitor ev- and the world'ssafety we must go
erything thatis said anddone.The into Iraq and find out what he has
reason why there are noIraqis that been doing for the past four years
are in favor of removing Saddam even if it means by force.
John Van Mieghem,Senior
is the same reason that Saddam
received 99.9% of the vote in a
recentelection (Hint. .it's not because they want him as president).

More to Iraq than
meets the eye

.

-

.

Mr. Wesley leaves out another
important yet simple fact in his

mission to discount the responsibility of Iraq for its ownsituation.
Hedescribes anIraqpre-GulfWar,
which he says is not so bad "(as
long as you followed his
[Saddam's]rules),"but claims the
country "didn't take adecidedturn
forthe worseuntiltheUnitedStates

More to Iraq than
media's eye

Iwas slightly disturbed to read
Charles Wesley's slightly mis-

guided article, "US Foreign Policy
Causes Trouble Abroad," in thelast
issue of the Spectator. Trouble begins four lines in: "If 9-11 didn't
happen, we wouldn't be talking
about invadingIraqtoday."History

wish you'd been there!
Another note re: the articleon the
ished business" began. Multina- waron terrorism, Iraq:Ithink that it
tional forces dealt withIraq then in is highly unlikely that Congress
order to compel them to withdraw votedforPresidential authorization
from Kuwait. We weren't aloneon for military force inIraq based on
Feb 23, 1991 when allied forces things that, we the public, have
attacked. Charles, you write for a knowledgeof.We don' tknowJack.
repeats itself, yes, and let's step
back to 1990 where this "unfin-

paper,but is that whereyou gather

all of your knowledge? You can
learn so much more by stepping
outside,walkingand talking to those
aroundyou. Would youhave written, "for Iraqis thereis littlereason
to be excited about a return of the
West," had you walked down to
Westlake Park at 4th andPine the
other week, seen and talked to the
people down there? Idoubt it.
Clenchingsigns that read, "Saddam
is the terror," "FreeIraq,"andchanting similar views, small Iraqi children, women inMuslim attire,men
stomping around, chanting with
—
their families all of themcalling
for the same thing: an end to the
oppressionof theirfriends, families
and their countrymen; demanding
an end to Saddam Hussein's dominion over their freedom. In
American terminology and ideology, isn't freedom a right? Isn't it
the fabric of our lives? Hussein's
infrastructure, "came with a price:
their [Iraqi] freedom." One would
be a fool toclaim US foreignpolicy
as flawless. One would be even
more the fool should he think there
is noroom, nor opportunity for improvement. Surely, the greatest test
that a country may face in terms of
whether it's considered a "great
nation" isn't measured monetarily
or militarily, but in acountry's tolerance for oppression andit's compassion for the oppressed. "Invasion seems like the worst route to
attainingpeaceand security." What
liberty comes without cost? If the
alternative includes further economic sanctions, you will not be
hurting Hussein, or his regime- but
the friends, family, and countrymen of those people protesting the
—
other day down at WestlakePark

—

Every year tons of documents are

classified we're talking X-Files
type of stuff here. Do we really
think that wehave thefull complete
picture?More realistically, wehave
access to a 1" square piece of a
Seurat painting,and wehave a magnifying glass on that square little
piece.WE see NADA!It' sa "needto-know"basis... Wag theDog,anyone? Do we really think that 9-1 1
was a stimulus? How about a reaction?Moreover,I
highly doubt that
the reactions we encounter today
will be the final ones. Like the
Carpenters say, "we've only just
begun..."
One more sidenote and then I'm
done:front pageand thebaby bloodied fetus... Itmade me lose appetite
for me lunch! Any chanceof shoving those gorypics inside the Spectator where they areeasier for me to
ignore?
Honestreader and critic,
Gina Rivisto,Senior Sociology

Answering the call
to end abortion

the goals to educate and support
women whoare questioning abortion.
At the youngage of seventeen I
thought that I was knowledgeable
about everything until Ibegan researching why Iwas Pro-Choice.
AfterUstemngSarahNWeddinglcmlo
thedefense attorney for theRoe v.
Wadecase, I
realized that her argument did not make sense. Much
like slavery,a baby was viewed as
property andthemother wasable to
dispose of it or keep it just like a
slave. Again and againIbegan to
question my self and researched
more and more. I went to various
websites, heard speakers and debated with my brother; time after
timeIwasproven wrong.Ibegan to
realizethat ourSupreme Court had
madeaterribledecision. Over3600
childrenare beingkilled every day
because women withouttheproper
knowledge and economic help are
forced to choose abortion (some-

thing that they might not have to
choose if they are given theproper
resources and support).
"Sweeter eventhan to have had
the joy of caring for children of my
ownhas it been to me to helpbring
about a better state of things for
mothers generally,so their unborn
littleones couldnot be willed a\s ay
from them," -Susan B. Anthony.
Feminist activist,Susan B.Anthony
understood that the answer to our
problemsis not abortion but rather,

"Every36 seconds in America, a oursociety needs bctlcreducation,
womanlays her body down, forced health care, and support services
to choose abortion out of a lack of for pregnant women.By providing
practical resources and emotional economic and emotional support
support. Abortion is a reflection as well as education, women are
- given true options from which to
that society has failed women."
PatriciaHeaton,EmmyAward Win- choose, and most importantly, the
ningActor, Feminists forLife Hon- option of keeping their babies.
orary Chair. As a Seattle Univer- Through the Pro-Life club's pressity Pro-Life feminist,Ifindit inter- ence on Seattle University's camesting that most women, including pus we hope to give women the
womenonourcampus,arenot aware opportunity to make informed life
of all of the options and resources choices and provide support for
that areavailable tohelp themmake those facing such choices.

life choices regarding pregnancy.
ThePro-Lifeclub was founded with
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- Sarah Parker,Senior

President, Pro-Life Club

Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm
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I Finance
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Appropriations Committee is a sub-committee of the Representative Assembly.

1

JU S 1

The committee is charged with the disbursement of funds to ASSU-affiliated
clubs and organizations. The Appropriations budget this year is $50,000.
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-DC I
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Appropriations Committee Members:

v
1^4.
it
U rnimtl
COUni.
HereS
tO maKing

VOTE I

Thomas Hackett, VP ofFinance, Chairperson
Jamie Garcia, Commuter Representative
Nicole Palmiter, At-Large Representative
Dean Peloquin, Non-TraditionalRepresentative
Cisco Smith, At-Large Representative

.
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TC TTMP
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VOTE I VOTEI VOTE!

Vote TODAY, Thursday, October
31, 2002 UNTIL 12:00 p.m. in
the Final Election!
fQ- Congratulations tO the following
Candidates who are Finalists in
the FallElection!

Minutes from Appropriations:
Monday, October 28, 2002
Equestrian Club appropriated $750 (3-0-0) for

"

°

horse show entrance fees and lessons, which will
help fund x people '

*At-Large: Annie Lee and Steve Manos

*Freshperson: Monica Martinez and Melissa Chin
Maria Villa and Mary Slavkovsky
international: Bonnie Lav and Roger Sun

\

CheCk it OUt

I

Date :

CLUBS ANNOUNCEMENTS
'

Nov.

110111 ASO U !
TmJ^

n
IJnyp
-LIdVC d Qnfp

-

10/31. Pigott Hallfrom 12-2 p.m., 11/4 11/7.
ResidenceHalls from 5-8 p.m., 11/4 11/7.
International Student Center 8:30a.m. -4:30p.m

-

Formore info., contact: isc@seattleu.edu or

Sponsoredby the United Students
Activities Club, ISC,and SEAC

r Pro
Life CCuO

J

inßorn

Meets: Monday @ 7 p.m. in Casey 500
Questions? Contact: parkersl ©seattleu.edu

,
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Get Involved!

. -for dme

■*

-iI
andr.instruction areprovided.

Check us out on the web:

■

contact:
Torfiinfierinformation
'Burke,
"President
<Dena
206-398-4660

e-mail Carl at: bergquc@seattleu.edu
en

J\

us at x^e dun ran8e sometime
3oin
ar^[
members wefcome.

q'ransvortation,fJirearms, ammunition,

Contact Carl Bergquist
volunteer opportunities withAction.

ACTION ACTION
ACTION ACTION

ACTION ACTION

rpr <fadie, TacuCty Moderator

y\

206-296-5422

http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htnn
"
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upcoming
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Call Student Government at:
(206) 296-6050
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Want tO fmd OUt W6Ve On an ISSU6?
Stop by an ASSU i?^r»s«ntoftv£
Assembly Meeting Wednesday nights at
6:00 t0 meet yOUr RePresentatives and
get answers.
More Questions?

1
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"Sweeter even than to have hadthe
joy of caringfor chiCaren ofmy own
has it Been to me to heCj> Bring aßout
a Better state of thvnas tor mothers
CittCe
generaCCy, so their
ones couCdnot Be wiCCedawayfrom
them." -Susan 2. Anthony
p
♥.Pro-Life
if n
h
Club
Seattle University's
1

n
rep. assembly
g/P****-*****^

V Happy Halloween
.

Fall Bth
Cruise
Friday,

Dress: Semi-formal
Sold at: The Student Centerfrom 12-2 p.m.,

,

.

regard ng assu finances??? Contact:
Thomas Hackett, Vice President of Finance
(206) 296~ 6045 ' hackettflseat tieu.edu

f%n

Tickets: $12for Groups of 6
$15for Singles
Time: 8:30 p.m. tol2:00 a.m.
Boarding: Pier 55

296-6260.

Society of Politics appropriated $300 (3-0-0)
for "Racism in Seattle" forum, Wednesday,
- i:oo pm in wyckoff
November 13, from 12:00
Auditorium, which win fund 50 lunches at $6

\

On

www.suonline.edu

'

Report :

Marketplace
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted

200. Help Wanted

t:ercise

induced asthma?
Ed albuterol when you
ercise? ASTHMA, Inc.is
iducting a research study
for nonsmokers 18-50. This
study is for an investigational
use of an approved asthma
medication. Up to $750 reimbursement for time and travel.
over 5-12 weeks. Loed near U-Village on Sand
intWay. 206-285-1687 or
1-400-7765.

«isits

itust

TER-SCHOOL COUNLORS - Villa Academy is
king part-time counselors
our K-5'h grade students.
have experience with
ildren in a school/church/
:reational setting. Hours:
-F 2:30-5:30 PM. Send a
resume/letter of interest to
dmyers@thevilla.org or call
(206) 524-7009.

°°*

(j cLSSIIIIGCLS

300. Volunteers

The

NEED CREDIT? BAD
CREDIT?

Bartender Trainees
Needed
$250 a day potential
Local Positions

JEFFREY

Guaranteedcredit approvals regardless of history!

1-800-293-3985 ext. 743

Valet Attendant Average $8
- $12/
hr. PTPositions Available. Paid Training. Great
Student Job! Call (206) 633-4944 EEO/AA/M/F/D/V.

400. Services

"
Get CarLoans
" Get
Cards
" ClearCredit
UpBad Debts
" Re-Establish YourBorrowing Power

Visit www.pacificvp.com
today andreceive a FREE
credit report!

500. For Rent
FREE CELLULAR
PHONES
Representing all major carriers. Free long distance No
roaming charges. You pick
the phone & plan that is best
for you! www.pacificvp.com
800-537-8817.

-

4-Plex near SU on 13th and
E. Remington Ct. has apts.
available. 1 BR $625, 2 BR
$750. Utilities included (water/sewer/garbage). Call 206
232-9865.

19

your first choice on First
Hill.
Now Accepting Applications for these Richly
Appointed Apartment
Homes.
Features Include:
*Controlled Access
*UndergroundParking
*High-Speed DSL
"Track Lighting
*Walk-in-Closets
*Private Decks and Patio
*Washer/Dryers
♥BreakfastBar
*Small Pets Welcome
*Located across the street
from Seattle University.

Seattle University Students
show your Student I.D.and
we will waive your application fee!
Reserve Your Home Today
and Call
(206) 860-7400.

Services
500. For Rent
60°- Misc.
4

600. Misc.
Fraternities Sororities
Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with a proven

CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising
easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filing
quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFinder at (888) 923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

Place your
classified ad
today!
Call:
The Spectator
Advertising
Tel. (206) 296-6474
Fax (206) 296-6477

e-mail:
adinfo@seattleu.edu

Personals
To: Megan Ko
"Happy Birthday!"

ER-

Love,

Thanks for being such a super-d-duper cousin!

ZAC
That girl with the nose ring
that works at the CAC ishot!

Hunny-Bunny,
t-u» v
c i
This
been wonderful.
year's
j

Lov

„
.. IT
Your Hunny Bear

Galang: Ilove you Alex.
Alex: Vice versa.
Sherra: Likewise I'm sure!

Alex,
You are the apple of my eye.
I
love you!

Galang

-Bey

Happy Halloween to all of
youout there!
-Litte Devil

Jebs

"
You are such a wondertul
therapist...and such a lovely

.

boy!
y
-Bey

.

„

SENDIN YOUR PERSONAL TODAY!

,

To: All in MKTG 456
"Good luck on your midterm
exam.

Somebody
I
like long walks on thebeach
and candlelit dinners but
I'm still single. :(

Have a great week guys!

To: Jay, Sim, Tong, Erin.
"Give me some slack guys!!
had to."
Idid it because I

Would you like some lemon- ~~~
, ,
adeBabe? I'llgive
it to you...
6
Thank you for the treat Ken,
To:All the "CACers"
I
owe you one.
Linda,
-M
"
"'You rock my world."
;
"Kecthup necessito"
Dave and JustinMmmMmm...you boys are so
-The "CAC" Master
Abigail is HOT.
love rolling around in
sexy! I
v
Dear Sara P,
your dirty water and watching you while you sleep.
You are just the cutest thing
«
Loye
You are Hot
ever! Youhave my heart!
from
Jonas
'
???
R
Ir_
For those who haven't
'
Kate
s
awesome
Blonde
are
watched Red Dragon, watch
To: Austin and Nicole
Guess who :) v ft,s an awesome movie and
a scary one too. Just in time
Guys! Isaw The Dietz again.
And she was h-h-hot!
Lucas isdead sexy.
for halloween,eh?
-Galang

,,,

—

-
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THE DROPBOX IS AVAILABLE
IN THE NEW STUDENT CENTER
FRONT DESK.

Personals are free and appear in every issue.

Personals are a great way to get a message out
on campus, say hello to a friend, or even wish
someone a happy birthday.

Campus Voice

What is the scariest thing you
have ever seen?
"Shadows
when

no one
else is
around."
Aurora
Ortega,
junior,

international
studies

"Jeff Philpott's persuasion
midterm."
Ted Colby, senior,
communication studies

"George

Bush."
Mario
Quintana,
senior,
humanities
philosophy

"My future."

Kara Ouellette, senior,
philosophy

"The
elevators
in

"The

freakish
similarities
between
Michael
and Janet
Jackson."

Bellarmine."
Heather
Hutson,
freshman,
Honors and

Jon Wiley,

business

freshman,
computer
science
"
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ABBY LAXA / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER, CLARE MAMURA / STAFF REPORTER

